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Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena oli lisätä tietämystä kehittyneestä seismisestä 

analyysimenetelmästä, pushover-analyysistä, sekä tutkia sen soveltuvuutta teräsrakenteiden 

seismiseen suunnitteluun. RFEM:n ja Eurokoodi 8:n soveltuvuutta pushover-analyysiin 

selvitettiin analysoimalla kirjallisuudesta löytyviä 2D- ja 3D-rakenteita.  

 

Pushover-analyysilla on joitakin etuja yksinkertaisempaan ja huomattavasti yleisemmin 

käytettyyn vastespektrianalyysiin verrattuna. Siitä saadaan arvokasta tietoa ensimmäisen 

myödön sijainnista, ylilujuuskertoimesta käyttäytymiskertoimen uudelleenarviointiin sekä 

rakenteen todellisesta plastisesta mekanismista maanjäristyksessä. Nykyiset standardien 

ohjeistukset eivät kuitenkaan ole riittäviä, jotta menetelmää voitaisiin soveltaa helposti ja 

yksiselitteisesti teollisessa suunnittelussa. 

 

Työssä saatiin selville, että säännölliset momenttikehät soveltuvat analysoitaviksi pushover-

menetelmällä RFEM:ssä, ja että sillä voidaan laskea kapasiteettikäyrät ja tarkistaa plastisten 

nivelten Eurokoodi 8 -rajatilat. RFEM:ssä ei kuitenkaan voida laskea tavoitesiirtymiä, eikä 

se sovellu sidejäykistettyjen kehien pushover-analyysiin. Jos rakennetta analysoidaan 

pushover-analyysilla Eurokoodi 8:n mukaisesti, tulee varmistua, että 

säännöllisyysvaatimukset tason ja korkeuden suhteen täyttyvät. 
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The objective of this master’s thesis was to gain knowledge about an advanced seismic 

analysis method, pushover analysis, and to study its applicability in seismic steel structure 

design. The applicability of RFEM and Eurocode 8 for pushover analysis were studied by 

analysing 2D and 3D structures obtained from the literature. 

 

A pushover analysis has some advances compared to simpler and much wider used linear 

response spectrum analysis. It gives valuable information about the location of first yield, 

overstrength ratio for behaviour factor revision and the actual plastic mechanism of the 

structure in an earthquake. However, the current guidelines in standards are not at a level 

that would allow the method to be applied easily and unambiguously in industrial design. 

 

It was found out that regular moment resisting frames are suitable for pushover analysis with 

RFEM and it can calculate the capacity curves and inspect the plastic hinge Eurocode 8 limit 

states. However, RFEM does not have the means to calculate the target displacement and is 

not suitable for pushover analysis of braced frames. If a structure is to be analysed with 

pushover analysis according to Eurocode 8, it should be ensured that the requirements for 

regularity in plan and in elevation are met. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Earthquake engineering is a subdiscipline of civil engineering that aims to minimize the 

seismic risk, which  represents the expected human and economic losses at certain 

probability of occurrence for a particular earthquake magnitude. Adequate performance at 

certain seismic risk is guaranteed by engineering and emergency management. Earthquake 

engineering focuses on structural safety, prevention of damage and minimizing economic 

losses. This is achieved by designing structures where the seismic capacity and expected 

seismic demand are in balance. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 1-2 & 15) 

 

The basic assumption in capacity design philosophy behind modern seismic design standards 

is that during a severe earthquake, a structure undergoes permanent plastic deformations as 

structural engineering has decided in advance. This results in a ductile structure that 

dissipates energy induced by an earthquake so that structural damage spreads in a controlled 

manner. Energy dissipation prevents brittle fractures and thereby a collapse of the building. 

Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis can estimate this behaviour by incrementally increasing 

horizontal seismic loads while keeping the vertical loads constant. The process is also called 

“pushover analysis” since the loads are increased until the collapse load or the target 

displacement is reached.  

 

This master’s thesis on pushover analysis (POA) procedure was carried out for Sweco 

Rakennetekniikka Oy.  In POA, the idea is to consider the nonlinear response of the structure 

without solving the more time-consuming nonlinear dynamic analysis. It is used for 

retrofitting or as an alternative for linear elastic methods. POA is not a new seismic design 

method and it can be found in many standards with different procedures for obtaining the 

target displacement, i. e. the seismic demand. Nevertheless, the current guidelines in 

standards are not at a level that would allow the method to be applied easily and 

unambiguously in industrial design. 

 

1.1 Background 

Traditionally in Finland, seismic design is connected to engineering offices that support 

Finnish technology companies in export projects. This environment sets practical demands 
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for seismic tools that can be used with different structures and standards. For the present, 

seismic design has been done mostly with methods based on linear elastic analysis. Simple 

structures, such as low- and medium-rise buildings, other small structures or preliminary 

designs are calculated mostly with lateral force method, whereas larger or more complex 

structures are analysed with response spectrum analysis (RSA). 

 

The pushover analysis was introduced in the 70’s and during the last two decades the interest 

in POA has increased along with the developments of seismic standards (Fajfar 2017, p. 

2582). For example, Eurocode 8 adopted POA with N2 method in 2004, after being 

presented in two articles by Peter Fajfar in 1999 and 2000. N refers to nonlinear model and 

2 indicates two mathematical models in the N2 method (Fajfar & Eeri 2000, p. 573). The N2 

method represents a “conventional” pushover method since more advanced methods have 

been developed later, such as the modified modal pushover by Chopra, Goel and 

Chintanapakdee in 2004 and the displacement-based adaptive pushover by Antoniou and 

Pinho in 2004. (Kreslin & Fajfar 2012, p. 695-696) 

 

In 2015 Tuori (2015, p. 33 & 82) studied different seismic design methods and raised 

awareness of POA in Sweco by illuminating the advantages it has compared to linear elastic 

methods. It gives valuable information, for example, about the location of the first yield, the 

overstrength ratio for behaviour factor revision and the actual plastic mechanism of the 

structure in an earthquake. However, POA includes mathematical assumptions that limit its 

accurate usage to only certain structures and structural properties, and thus the applicability 

needs to be clarified.  

 

1.2 Motivation 

The motivation for the study is to gain knowledge about nonlinear static analysis so that it 

could be considered as a seismic analysis and design tool in customer projects. Namely, POA 

can accurately estimate the seismic demand, and thus lead to safer design or even weight 

savings in certain structures (Villani, Castro & Elghazouli 2009, p. 678). Thereby, it is 

essential to carry out a viability study in advance so that time and money could be saved.  

 

It is important to know what to offer and when a more precise analysis should be used. 

According to Tuori (2015, p. 33), POA gives adequate estimation of the demand for 
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structural stiffness and is simple enough to be used when considering uncertain initial data. 

These features make POA an intriguing seismic design method when considering the limited 

design time in an engineering office. 

 

1.3 Research problem and research questions 

The demand for more accurate seismic design stem from safety and economical 

requirements. POA can provide required accuracy for many present or future standards but 

the practical implementation is not easy or well known. It is unclear what the special 

requirements in different standards for POA and the limitations for the method in industrial 

seismic design are. There is a wide range of academic research about POA, but they often 

show mostly results, and thus impair the industrial applicability.  

 

To conduct a POA, and to make it a viable option, it needs to be clarified what is required 

from the finite element analysis (FEA) software. A lot of the software focuses only on 

seismic design methods but lack the capabilities to carry out standard steel structure 

dimensioning. From structural engineering office’s point of view, it is essential to minimize 

the used time and possibility of errors. 

 

It is challenging to estimate when POA is feasible due to mathematical simplifications, 

ambiguities in the N2 method, standard requirements, and applicability of the available 

software. Even with the best software one could obtain unusable results from a structure that 

is not suitable for the conventional N2 method. Also, when considering that earthquakes are 

dynamic, nonlinear, and random, it is difficult to rest satisfied with the degree of precision 

that POA can provide. Therefore, one needs to know when and where to seek precision, and 

not to seek it where only a poor or even insufficient approximation is possible. (Fajfar 2017, 

p. 2567-2568) 

 

Based on the research problem the thesis is answering the following questions: 

• For what kind of structures is POA suitable and with what kind of limitations? 

• How can RFEM be used for POA and what are the limitations in RFEM? 

• What can be achieved with POA? 

• How is POA done according to EN 1998-1:2004 and EN 1998-3:2005? 
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1.4 Objectives 

The primary goal of this thesis is to better understand the use of POA and its possibilities in 

seismic design. Practically this means finding out how RFEM or other in-house software is 

suitable for POA and to make a calculation procedure for the N2 method. The main interest 

is to study the applicability of FEA software RFEM due to its Eurocode integration. 

 

An objective is also to find out which structures are viable option for POA compared to 

RSA. Structures with diagonal bracings are of special interest since it is a common stiffening 

method in industrial structures. The target is to test POA for 3D structures after first 

validating the method with a 2D structure. 

 

1.5 Scope 

The definition of response spectra and target displacement differ between standards, which 

leads to different seismic loads and reliability of the same structure at the same location. 

Therefore, this study focuses on N2 method and conventional POA instructed by EN 1998-

1:2004 and EN 1998-3:2005. The POA procedure is examined and target displacements are 

calculated but POA is not used for dimensioning purposes.  

 

Calculations are planned to be carried out with the help of RFEM, although ANSYS and 

SeismoStruct are also tested. The subjects of the analyses are one suitable 3D steel structure 

frame and its equivalent 2D structure in one horizontal direction. 
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2 SEISMIC DESIGN 

 

 

This chapter focuses on reviewing the background of earthquakes, seismic design methods, 

seismic standards, and software for seismic design, thus providing perspective to the more 

advanced methodology and its details in the following chapters. 

 

2.1 Earthquakes 

Earthquakes impose major risks to buildings, and thus to human lives in seismic areas. For 

example, in Southern Europe the seismic activity is an ordinary issue from structural 

engineering point of view (figure 1). Therefore, the magnitude, location and probability of 

occurrence of earthquakes are important to know when minimizing the seismic risk. 

 

 

Figure 1. PGA with 10 % probability of exceedance in 50 years for Eurocode 8 ground type 

A (Giardini et al. 2013, mod.). 
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The map in figure 1 shows low to moderate peak ground acceleration (PGA) values for a 

seismic event with 475-year return period (corresponds to 10 % probability of exceedance 

in 50 years) in most parts of Europe. However, important buildings, such as nuclear power 

plants, should be designed for longer return periods which will increase the PGA values. 

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 17-18) It must be noted, that the reference PGA used in seismic 

design should be derived from national annexes of Eurocode 8, while seismic hazard maps 

may serve as advisory information (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 35). 

 

The seismic action experienced by a building is a function of complex ground motions. For 

instance, the earthquake source, travel path and the local site conditions will affect the 

acceleration spectra. (Meskouris et al. 2019, p. 97) Figure 2 illustrates the influencing factors 

in ground motion.  

 

 

Figure 2. Different ground effects affecting the seismic action (Meskouris et al. 2019, p. 

130) 

 

The variation in amplitude, frequency, and duration of the vibrations leads to a different 

seismogram for each earthquake (Meskouris et al. 2019, p. 97). Therefore, the standard 

response spectra used in structural engineering is an average of many seismic records and 

seismic hazard analyses. Furthermore, the average curve is idealized to a smooth curve for 

making the mathematics practical for seismic design. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 44-45) 
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2.2 Seismic design methods 

The structure under seismic load can be modelled with a dynamic equilibrium between the 

seismic action that imposes a force and the resulting structural response. The response is 

determined by the mass model, the damping model, structural stiffness, and the structural 

analysis method, whereas the seismic action is determined by mass times acceleration. If the 

dynamic degrees of freedom, i.e. the independent displacements/rotations, have the same 

direction as the seismic action, the dynamic equilibrium can be presented as in figure 3. 

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 36-37) The equation for dynamic equilibrium for a multi degree of 

freedom system is then (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 37): 

 

 𝑴𝒂(𝑡) + 𝑪𝒗(𝑡) + 𝑲𝒖(𝑡) = −𝑴𝐯̂ 𝑎𝑔(𝑡) (1) 

 

In equation 1, M is the mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix, a is 

the vector of acceleration, v is the velocity vector, u is the vector of displacements, v̂ is the 

unit vector, ag is the PGA and t is time (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 37). The real dynamic seismic 

action and the nonlinear structural response lead to plasticization of the material. Therefore, 

various simplifications are implemented for the practical seismic design methods. For 

example, the structural analysis methods can calculate the structural model by keeping 

stiffness matrix constant or updating it during the analysis. (Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 70 & 

93).  

 

 

Figure 3. Dynamic model of a single degree of freedom system under seismic load on the 

left and dynamic equilibrium model for multi degree of freedom system on the right 

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 37). 
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In fact, all the categories belonging to the dynamic equilibrium in figure 3 can be simplified, 

and thus the simplifications may pile up into a conservative estimate of the structural 

demand. However, high accuracy is often not needed, and conservative estimates are 

acceptable. SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 55) provides the following methods for seismic design: 

• lateral force method of analysis 

• modal response spectrum analysis 

• nonlinear static (pushover) analysis 

• nonlinear time history (dynamic) analysis. 

 

The most common methods in seismic design are lateral force method of analysis (LFA) and 

modal response spectrum analysis (RSA) due to the computational simplicity and efficiency. 

These methods are linear elastic and cannot therefore model the dissipative behaviour of 

structures. This shortcoming is taken into account by using behaviour factor (q) that 

estimates the level of energy dissipation capacity of the structure. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 

70-71)  

 

The accuracy of the structural model depends on its capability of reproducing the nonlinear 

hysteretic behaviour of structures (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 104). Consequently, pushover 

analysis and nonlinear time history analysis are required in more demanding design 

situations. In pushover analysis (POA), the nonlinear behaviour is considered in the 

structure, but the seismic action is applied as a monotonically increasing load. Nonlinear 

time history analysis considers both the nonlinear structural response and defines the seismic 

action through accelerograms. This is the most accurate seismic design method, but also the 

most complex and time-consuming one. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 71-72) 

 

2.3 Pushover analysis 

The goal in POA is to obtain the “capacity curve” or “pushover curve”, which is the base 

shear force (V) as the function of the control node displacement (u). According to clause 

4.3.3.4.2.3 in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 62-63), the control node is selected from the centre 

of mass of the roof level. Figure 4 shows the principle of obtaining the capacity curve in x 

direction. Capacity curve should be obtained for both main horizontal directions (x, y) and 

for non-symmetrical structures also for +x, -x, +y and -y directions. Also, two different load 

distributions should be used in each direction, which leads to 4 independent analyses with 
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symmetrical structures and 8 with non-symmetrical structures. The recommended load 

distributions are uniform mass proportional and modal load distributions. (SFS-EN 1998-1 

2004, p. 62-63) In addition, SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 59) requires that triangular height 

proportional load distribution should be used when retrofitting moment resisting frames 

(MRF) with a POA. The triangular height proportional load distribution can be calculated 

with clause 4.3.3.2.3 (3) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 58). 

 

 

Figure 4. Principle of determining the capacity curve in x direction. In the middle: the 

assumed monotonically increasing lateral load distribution. (Meskouris et al. 2019, p. 211, 

mod.) On the right side: the variation of load distribution due to structural plastic 

deformations (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 86, mod.). 

 

The structural stiffness changes during the pushover due to formation of plastic hinges, 

which leads to the progressive change in lateral load distribution (figure 4, right side). 

However, in POA it is assumed that the shape of lateral load distribution stays constant 

despite the changes in stiffness (figure 4, middle). Therefore, at least two load distributions 

are required to consider this simplification so that the maximum loading is verified in both 

upper storeys and lower storeys. The uniform load generally imposes more stress to the lower 

storeys and the modal load to the upper storeys due to the load distribution shape. From the 

design point of view, the structural calculations should be made according to the load 

distribution that results in the most unfavourable effects. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 84-87) 

 

POA assumes that only one fundamental mode (lowest natural frequency) is governing the 

structural response per direction (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 90). Therefore, the modal load 

distribution can be obtained from the RSA equivalent lateral forces of 1st mode per direction. 

This can be done easily in a FEA software that automatically calculates the equivalent forces 

to nodal loads.  
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Uniform mass proportional load distribution is calculated by first obtaining the base shear 

force, as explained in clause 4.3.3.2.2 (1)P of SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 57). However, the 

correction factor (λ) does not need to be considered since only the load distribution shape 

matters when the lateral loads are incrementally increased from zero to collapse in a POA. 

Hence, the base shear force for uniform load distribution (Vuni) can be calculated by: 

 

 𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑖 = 𝑆𝑑(𝑇1)𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡 (2) 

 

In equation 2, Sd(T1) is the ordinate of elastic response spectra at period T1, T1 is the 

fundamental period of vibration and mtot is the total seismic mass of the building (SFS-EN 

1998-1 2004, p. 57). The seismic masses per floor are calculated according to SFS-EN 1998-

1 (2004, p. 44) instructions. When the seismic masses and Vuni are known, the nodal loads 

for beam-column joints of mass proportional uniform load distribution (Funi,i,j) can be 

calculated by: 

 

 
𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑖,𝑗 =

𝑉𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖

𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑥𝑆𝑐𝑦
 

(3) 

 

In equation 3, m is the seismic mass in storey i, Scx is the number of columns in x direction 

and Scy is the number of columns in y direction. Without Scx and Scy in equation 3, one can 

obtain the uniform load per storey. According to clause 4.3.3.4.2.3 (2)P in SFS-EN 1998-1 

(2004, p. 62), the loads need to be applied to the location of masses in the model. Therefore, 

if the masses are not lumped to the storey centre of masses, they can be applied to the beam-

column connections in  the finite element model. In a 2D model, either Scx or Scy is applied 

to equation 3, and in a 3D model the number of columns in both directions are applied. 

 

The capacity curve is calculated with a large deflection analysis and used for the calculation 

of the target displacement, i.e. the seismic demand. These steps of POA are explained further 

in the next chapter while practical advice for RFEM is presented. 

 

2.4 Standards and software 

The first standardization for seismic engineering was made in 1909 in Italy, whereas the first 

standardization of a POA procedure was made in 1996 in the United States. Since 1996, the 
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development of POA has been ongoing and it has been introduced into many standards 

worldwide. (Fajfar 2017, p. 2570 & 2582) Table 1 presents standardized POA procedures in 

European and American standards as well as some of the new advanced POA developments. 

 

Table 1. Different POA procedures, seismic standards, and their year of publication in 

American and European standards (Fajfar 2017, p. 2582 & Kreslin & Fajfar 2012, p. 695-

696). 

POA procedures Year Standard Year 

The Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) 1975 ATC 40, FEMA 274 1996, 

1997 

The Displacement Coefficient Method 

(DCM) 

1997 FEMA 273 and FEMA 356 

 

1997, 

2000 

N2 method 1999 SFS-EN 1998-1 2004 

Improved DCM and CSM 2005 FEMA 440 2005 

Improved DCM 2005 ASCE/SEI 41-06 and 41-13 2007, 

2014 

Modified modal Pushover Analysis 2004 - - 

Displacement-based adaptive pushover  2004 - - 

Extended N2 method 2011 - - 

 

Currently, the instructions in Eurocode 8 for POA are limited and relatively old when 

comparing to the American standards. For example, Eurocode 8 is completely lacking the 

definition of plastic hinge moment-rotation behaviour for steel structures. This leads to 

simultaneous use of two standards if one cannot rely on more specific national standards. 

 

Some software can calculate the pushover analysis while conforming to a standard. 

However, fewer can use the POA results for standard dimensioning in a new structure. For 

instance, ANSYS has a wide range of capabilities but it is not practical in large scale 

structural design due to lack of standard integration and comprehensive automation.  

 

Another interesting feature for POA is the possibility for modelling distributed plasticity 

with fibre elements. They can model the plastic deformation along the length of a beam 

unlike concentrated plasticity models, where the plastic behaviour is lumped to the member 
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ends. Also, fibre elements are not as computationally demanding as solid elements, which 

makes them attractive for structural and seismic engineering. Table 2 presents certain FEA 

software that can carry out the POA. 

 

Table 2. Seismic design software and their features for POA. 

Software Specification Standard-based 

dimensioning 

Fibre 

elements 

RFEM FEA for structural engineering Yes No 

ANSYS General FEA No No 

SeismoStruct Seismic design software No Yes 

OpenSees Open source seismic design software No Yes 

SAP 2000 FEA for structural engineering Yes Yes 

 

From the options in table 2, SeismoStruct is the most advanced software for POA due to 

integration of methods to obtain the target displacement and the possibility to model fibre 

elements. Therefore, it was used to validate the RFEM capacity curve data. This validation 

is discussed in the next chapter. OpenSees is also a competent seismic design software but 

it is complicated to use. One needs to define the structure and seismic situation by coding 

scripts. SAP 2000 and RFEM in turn, are large civil engineering FEA software that can be 

used at industrial level.  

 

According to a RFEM tutorial, RFEM can calculate the capacity curve with iterative large 

deflection analysis for a MRF (RF-/DYNAM Pro Tutorial (Pushover Analysis) 2019). 

However, RFEM is not expected to have means for obtaining the target displacement. 

SeismoStruct can calculate the target displacement according to Eurocode as well as other 

standards. It is advisable to verify the target displacement, for example, by carrying out the 

N2 method in Excel or Mathcad. 

 

2.5 Pushover analysis of braced frames 

Currently in linear elastic seismic analysis of frames with concentric bracing, Eurocode 

orders to consider only tension diagonals and neglect the bracing in compression, whereas, 

with POA it is allowed to consider also compression diagonals (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 

151). Tuori did POA (2015, p. 62) according to Eurocode 8 for a two-storey braced steel 
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building with SeismoStruct and the buckling of bracing did change the overall structural 

stiffness significantly (Tuori 2015, p. 76). Initially, the objective was to analyse structures 

with bracings. However, braced frames did not converge despite many tests with RFEM, 

and SeismoStruct required manual modelling of bracing imperfections. Therefore, a 

literature example of MRF were selected for the analysis.  

 

The problem with braced frames were that after buckling, RFEM could not reach the collapse 

load of the building. This was indicated by the plastic hinge rotation values that suggested 

that the plastic rotation was not fully utilized. Also, often the analysis did not converge after 

2nd buckling. Therefore, the capacity curve was not representing the full energy dissipation 

capacity of the structure. An example of this behaviour is shown in figure 5 where the 

buckling locations are horizontal jumps in the capacity curve. The capacity curve was 

obtained from a braced 1-bay-2 storey 2D frame. Bracing nonlinearity was defined with the 

principle that is presented in appendix IX. 

 

 

Figure 5. Capacity curve of a 1-bay-2 storey MRF in RFEM. 
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3 PUSHOVER ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

 

 

In this chapter the building for the 2D and 3D analysis is presented and analysis methods in 

are RFEM shown. The RFEM analysis is also validated with other software and the N2 

method principles are presented. The subject of these analyses was a literature example from 

a book written by Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 285) which deals with a multi-storey building 

with MRF. Landolfo et al. analysed the 3D MRF with RSA and verified the results with 

POA for an equivalent 2D MRF. These examples provided an excellent opportunity to 

compare the performance of POA to RSA within the framework of this thesis since both 

examples were made according to Eurocode and from top to bottom. The next chapter 

presents results from the described building and analysis methods. 

 

3.1 Description of the building 

The building in question was a six-storey office building with steel MRFs and composite 

slabs as floors. All the steel profiles are hot rolled I-sections and the composite slabs are 

connected to the beams with welded shear studs. Composite slabs were designed to resist 

vertical loads and to transmit seismic load to the MRFs. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 285-286) 

 

MRFs are in x and y directions in selected spans and their beam-to-column joints are rigid. 

In other spans the beams resist only gravity loads and these joints are pinned. This is 

illustrated in figure 5 which shows the locations of MRFs in structural plan. In addition to 

the dimensions in figure 6, the building height is 21.5 m and the storey heights are 3.5 m 

except for the first floor, which is 4 m. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 285-287) 
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Figure 6. Structural plan of the building (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 287). 

 

The building design in elevation is such that the beam cross sections become larger with 

lower storeys, whereas all the columns have constant cross section through the building 

height. These design selections stem from the higher forces on the ground level and 

Eurocode demands. Beams in MRF’s represent dissipative members while beams with 

pinned constraints represent non-dissipative members. Columns are dissipative only in the 

column-ground connection and otherwise they should behave elastic. The selected cross 

sections are verified in the book and therefore, pre-design iteration can be omitted. 

 

Figures 7 and 8 present the cross sections in x and y directions, respectively. According to 

Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 304) slenderness calculations, all the cross sections except IPE 330 

belong to cross section class 1. In figure 8 the column-ground boundary condition at edges 

seems like a pinned connection but might be an error in the book. The modal analysis results 

went further away from the Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 299) results with pinned connections 

and closer to that with fixed. Also, a picture of the FE model in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 297) 

indicates that the connections are fixed. Therefore, it was assumed that the columns at frame 

edges are fixed to the ground. 
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Figure 7. Cross sections in x direction. Bolded lines represent the MRF. (Landolfo et al. 

2017, p. 292) 

 

 

Figure 8. Cross sections in y direction. Bolded lines represent the MRF. (Landolfo et al. 

2017, p. 293) 
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The grouping of cross sections is clearly visible in figure 9, where the building 3D model is 

presented. Colours in the 3D model were connected in the following manner: light blue: 

HEM 600, yellow: HEM 700, green: IPE 750x196, red: IPE 600, light red: IPE 550 and grey: 

IPE 330. Figure 10 shows also how the columns were oriented and constrained to the ground. 

Columns belonging to MRF’s were designed as fixed joints, whereas other columns had 

pinned joints (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 296). The orientation of columns in each MRF was 

designed so that the cross section’s stronger axis is resisting bending from perpendicular 

seismic load. 

 

 

Figure 9. Isometric view of the 3D frame in RFEM. Cross-sections by colour. 

 

 

Figure 10. Orientation and boundary conditions of columns. View towards x axis. 
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3.1.1 Material data 

The precise yield strength (fy) of the structural steel was not known beforehand, and thus the 

yield strength was multiplied with material overstrength factor (γov) according to SFS-EN 

1998-1 (2004, p. 139) recommendation. In real projects, national annex should be used to 

obtain the proper material overstrength factor. In addition, the thickness effects of fy were 

not considered so that comparability to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 334) results were valid.  

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 288) Material data of dissipative and non-dissipative members are 

presented in table 3. Poisson’s ratio (υ) was selected from RFEM’s database since it was not 

defined by Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 288). 

 

Table 3. Material data for the steel frame (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 288). 

 Yield 

strength 

Ultimate 

strength 

Material 

overstrength 

factor 

Design 

yield 

strength 

Young’s 

modulus 

Poisson’s 

ratio 

Steel 

grade 

fy [MPa] fu [MPa] γov [-] fy×γov 

[MPa] 

E [GPa] υ [-] 

S235 235 360 1.25 294 210 0.3 

 

The material overstrength factor considers deviations of the actual yield strength from the 

nominal yield strength (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 138). Strain hardening and strength 

degradation were accounted for in the plastic hinge model, which is explained later in section 

3.2. Partial safety factor for cross section resistance (γM0) is 1.0 (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 

288). 

 

3.1.2 Plastic hinges 

The plastic hinge yield rotation values were calculated according FEMA 356 equations (5-

1) and (5-2) since Eurocode 8 does not specify them. According to FEMA 356 (2000, p. 5-

13), the yield rotation for beams (θy) can be calculated by: 

 

 
𝜃𝑦 =

𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑓𝑦𝐿𝑏

6𝐸𝐼
 

(4) 
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In equation 4, Wpl is the plastic section modulus, Lb is the beam length and I is the area 

moment of inertia (FEMA 356 2000, p. 5-14). Eurocode specifies only rotation limits in 

different limit states (DL, LS, and NC) that are similar to FEMA 356 limits (Landolfo et al. 

2017, p. 322-323). These limits and corresponding colour codes in RFEM are presented in 

table 4 according to SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 61). 

 

Table 4. Plastic hinge limit, rotation capacities and corresponding colour coding in RFEM 

(SFS-EN 1998-3 2005, p. 15-16 & 61). 

EC8 limit state 

 Damage 

limitation 

Significant 

damage 

Near 

collapse 

- DL SD NC 

Plastic rotation capacity  1θy 6θy 8θy 

RFEM colours 0-1θy 1-6θy 6-8θy >8θy 

 

According to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 321), the assumptions for plastic hinge rotation in 

FEMA 356 are compliant with Eurocode 8 (EC8). This was convenient for the scope of this 

study because RFEM can automatically calculate the plastic hinge moment-rotation 

relationship in accordance with FEMA 356. The moment-rotation curve was adjusted with 

cross section slenderness values that are calculated in RFEM with equations from FEMA 

356 table 5.6. This made the plastic hinge definition and inspection easy to use. 

 

However, RFEM does not consider the reduction in yield rotation due to axial forces in 

column plastic hinges in each iteration. Instead, RFEM uses the equation 5 of yield rotation 

for beams also for the columns. Column plastic hinge yield rotation (θyc) values should be 

calculated with FEMA 356 (2000, p. 5-13) equation (5-2): 

 

 
𝜃𝑦𝑐 =

𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑓𝑦𝐿𝑐

6𝐸𝐼
(1 −

𝑁

𝑁𝑦
) 

(5) 

 

In equation 5, Lc is the length of a column, N is the column axial force at target displacement 

and Ny is the axial yield force (FEMA 356 2000, p. 5-14). Therefore, plastic hinge rotation 
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values were obtained from Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325) and inputted manually. Figure 

11 illustrates the member and plastic hinge groups by colour. 

 

 

Figure 11. Member hinge groups displayed by colour. 

 

In total, there were 17 different groups of similar hinges. The brown boxes in figure 11 

represent a pinned member hinges and other colours represent fixed joints where a plastic 

hinge behaviour was defined. The plastic hinges in beams were grouped according to the 

cross section and length, and in columns also according to the storey. Namely, the axial 

forces in columns as well as cross section bending resistance change the plastic hinge 

moment-rotation relationship. The plastic hinge data for the 3D model was derived from the 

2D structure’s plastic hinge data presented in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325). The data is 

also shown in appendix II. 
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According to clause 6.6.2 (1) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 146), the beams should be verified 

against lateral and lateral-torsional buckling (LTB). This is also required for dissipative 

beams in clause 6.6.4 (1) (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 149). Therefore, bracing for the beam 

stability must be introduced. The location of the so-called fly bracing is determined with the 

stable length of a beam (Lstable). The calculation of Lstable is presented in SFS-EN 1993-1-1 

(2005, p. 73, 92 & 95) with different equations depending on the structural detail. The fly 

braces were not included into the FE model as a conservative assumption, but they are 

intended to be installed to the final design (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 304). Figure 12 illustrates 

an example of the seismic design principle to avoid LTB in the beams. 

 

 

Figure 12. Lateral bracings restraining the beams from lateral-torsional buckling. (Landolfo 

et al. 2017, p. 183 & 306, mod.) 

 

In seismic design, the rotation of plastic hinges should be ensured by preventing composite 

action of beams and slabs near the plastic hinge formation. Also, a composite beam is 

undesired in the plastic hinge formation area because it may fail the hierarchy criterion of 

strong column-weak-beam (in SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 73) by possessing larger bending 

resistance. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 184) According to clause 7.7.5 (1)P in SFS-EN 1998-1 

(2004, p. 181), only steel section may be considered in the composite action of beam and 

slab, if the slab is totally disconnected from the column with a circular zone diameter (beff) 

of 2beff. An example of a design that ensures the plastic hinge rotation and prevents 

composite action of slabs and beams is presented in figure 13. The column and slab can be 
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separated with a compressive material, such as polystyrene before concrete is applied 

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 184).  

 

Figure 13. Detailing near plastic hinge for enabling rotation (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 185). 

 

The beams are considered restrained against LTB by the floor slabs if Lstable is smaller than 

2beff, which is seen in figure 13. If storey drift angle exceeds 0.04 rad, FEMA 350 

recommends lateral bracings within Lstable to prevent LTB. (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 185-186) 

However, Lstable for beams was not considered in the 3D model since the fly braces were not 

modelled. Furthermore, in the worked example, it is assumed that the shear connectors are 

applied only to gravity load resisting bays to prevent composite action of MRF beams and 

slabs (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 286). 

 

3.1.3 Seismic action 

Seismic action was defined with parameters recommended in EC8 since the building 

location was unknown. The real parameters should be obtained from the national annex. For 

example, the reference peak ground acceleration (agR), importance factor (γ1) and lower 

bound factor for horizontal design spectrum (β) can be found in the seismic maps and 

national annexes and hence, are not defined accurately in EC8 (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 35). 

Parameters for obtaining the horizontal elastic response spectrum are presented in table 5. 

 

Ground type C represents “deposits of very dense sand, gravel, or very stiff clay, at least 

several tens of metres in thickness, characterised by a gradual increase of mechanical 
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properties with depth”, according to SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 34). In the recommended 

values of EC8, soil factor S, “corner” periods TB, TC and TD are defined according to the 

ground type selection. Damping correction factor η is 1 for 5 % viscous damping ratio. (SFS-

EN 1998-1 2004, p. 37-38). 

 

Table 5. The basic parameters for Eurocode type 1 horizontal elastic response spectrum 

(Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 289). 

agR [g] γ1 [-] Ground type S [-] TB [s] TC [s] TD [s] η [-] 

0.25 1.0 C 1.15 0.2 0.6 2.0 1 

 

The design ground acceleration (ag) can be obtained by multiplying agR and γ1, which 

depends on the building importance. For perspective, EC8 recommends omitting seismic 

design if ag on a type A ground is not greater than 0.04g. (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 35-37) 

The design response spectrum is presented as a comparison and the parameters for obtaining 

it are presented in table 6. 

 

The design concept of the building was selected to be dissipative structural behaviour and 

ductility class was decided to be ductility class high (DCH). This determines the reference 

behaviour factor (q0) that can be obtained from table 6.2 in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 35-

37). Also, the overstrength factor (Au1) can be obtained from SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 141) 

which is practically the ratio between the base shear force at the start of the plastic 

mechanism and at appearance of the first plastic hinge. In EC8 the corresponding multiplier 

of seismic load at the first plastic hinge is α1 and at the start of plastic mechanism αu. By 

multiplying the recommended q0 and Au1, one can obtain an estimate for the behaviour factor 

q that can be used to reduce the elastic response spectrum to a design response spectrum. 

 

Table 6. Parameters for obtaining the design response spectrum (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 

289-290). 

β [-] Au1 (αu/α1) [-] q0 [-] q (Au1×q0) [-] 

0.2 1.3 5 6.5 

 

The building was loaded from x and y directions with the same horizontal elastic response 

spectrum that is presented in figure 14 (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 324-325). No vertical seismic 
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action needs to be considered according clause 4.3.3.5.2 in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 35) if 

the vertical component of the seismic action is lower than 0.25g. In this example, the vertical 

seismic action was not known, and thus only horizontal action is presented. 

 

 

Figure 14. Horizontal elastic and design response spectrums. 

 

The design spectrum in figure 14 is significantly smaller than the elastic spectrum which 

means that the seismic load will be low and expected energy dissipation capacity high. In 

fact, 6.5 is the highest behaviour factor that can be obtained from EC8 tables and it is 

particularly recommended for multi-storey and multi-bay MRFs. Practically, the expected 

high energy dissipation in the structure increases the rotation demands for the beam-column 

and column-ground joints. 

 

3.1.4 Seismic mass 

The seismic mass is an essential parameter in POA because it affects the modal period and 

ultimately the target displacement. A seismic design situation does not include 100 % of the 

permanent gravity loads (Gk) and variable loads (Qk) since it is not likely that all variable 

loads would be present during an earthquake (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 35-37). Therefore, 

variable loads are reduced with combination coefficients (ΨE) that are a product of building 

class specific combination coefficient (Ψ2) and combination coefficient reduction factor (φ). 

Ψ2,i depend on the imposed load category of the building and can be obtained from national 
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annex, whereas φ depends on the storey usage and its recommended values are presented in 

SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 52) and in national annex. This building is imposed load class of 

B, i.e. office building, and its permanent and variable loads as well as the calculated 

combination coefficient are presented in appendix IV. Table 7 shows the seismic weights 

and masses corresponding to the seismic design situation. Seismic masses calculated from 

seismic weight per storey differ from Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 292) values due to truncated 

values. 

 

Table 7. Seismic weight and mass per storey (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 292, mod.). 

Storey Seismic weight Seismic mass [kg] 

[kN] [kN/m2] 

6 3579.67 4.81 365025 

5 4233.28 5.69 431674 

4 4235.28 5.69 431878 

3 4261.74 5.73 434577 

2 4276.07 5.75 436037 

1 4334.19 5.83 441964 

Sum 2.541x106 

 

The seismic mass was calculated with acceleration of gravity g = 9.81 m/s2. This should be 

also changed to RFEM, which use 10 m/s2 as default, so that correct equivalent forces can 

be obtained. The seismic mass was applied to the model as an area weight per storey. It 

worked well since the model does not have any irregularities in the storeys and only one 

rectangular area per storey needed to be selected. Figure 15 illustrates the seismic masses 

per storey. 
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Figure 15. Seismic mass per storey in RFEM. 

 

It was noticed that the lumping of storey seismic masses to the centre of the storey masses 

(CM) will prevent torsional modes even though the mass moment of inertias were modelled 

in RFEM. Namely, the lumping of masses was made in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 296) and 

they obtained torsional modes. However, by modelling the seismic masses as area loads in 

RFEM, torsional modes did appear. 

 

3.1.5 Standard requirements 

Eurocode 8 issues several global and local requirements for earthquake-resistant buildings. 

The major global requirements are regularity in plan and elevation. Regularity in plan was 

satisfied as the slenderness ratio is 1.29 and it is required to be under 4. Also, structural 

eccentricity was satisfied as the CM and  centre of stiffness (CS) are aligned in each storey. 

Regularity in elevation was accepted as there were no setbacks at any floor and lateral 
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stiffness and mass were distributed without large changes along the height. (Landolfo et al. 

2017, p. 293-296) 

 

Furthermore, the building internal forces were verified for beams and columns, interstorey 

drifts were accepted for 0.005h limitation, P-delta effects, global sway imperfections and 

torsional effects were considered, and soft storey mechanism prevention was verified. 

Detailed presentation to RSA and the design checks can be found from Landolfo et al. (2017, 

p. 293-320).  

 

3.1.6 Modelling assumptions 

Most importantly, the concentrated plasticity principle was used to model the plastic 

deformations in beams and columns. Hence, the location of the plastic hinges was always 

assumed to be at the member ends, and thus it was reasonable to use isotropic linear elastic 

material model and beam elements along the members. The beam elements were based on 

Timoshenko beam theory to consider shear deformations. 

 

The plastic hinge moment-rotation relationship was assumed to behave in accordance with 

FEMA 356 table 5.6 and equations (5-1), (5-2) and (5-6). Also, it was assumed that the panel 

zone of beam-column joints will not affect the plastic hinge by increasing the yielding. 

Strengthening plates were intended to be used in panel zones so that they resist the forces 

induced by the beam plastic hinges (Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 316-319). This way the energy 

dissipation is focused on the plastic hinges and the columns stay elastic. This is in line with 

the strong column-weak beam principle that is required in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 73). 

Therefore, panel zone effects were not considered in the FE model. 

 

Clause 5.10 (1) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 127) allows solid reinforced concrete slabs to 

be considered as diaphragms, if their thickness is equal to or greater than 70 mm. Therefore, 

composite slabs were considered rigid in their planes, and were thus modelled with 

diaphragm constraints. Also, clause 4.3.3.2.3 (4)P in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 58) requires 

assuming the floors rigid in their plane so that uniform load distribution calculation 

according to clause 4.3.3.2.3 (2)P is valid. Unlike in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 296), the 

masses were not lumped into a master joint of each floor. Only the diaphragm constraint that  

mimic a floor rigid in-plane was constrained to the CM in each storey.  
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No soil-structure interaction was considered for the foundation since Clause 2.2.4.1 (4)P in 

SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 32) suggests that the influence of soil deformability should be 

considered only when necessary. Soil effects were included through response spectra 

parameters. In addition, accidental torsional effects in POA were considered only in the 2D 

model because dimensioning of the 3D structure with POA was not made, and thus the 

correction factors between RSA and POA were not needed. Furthermore, beams that carry 

only gravity loads, were assumed with perfectly pinned connection at the ends.  

 

3.2 Pushover analysis in RFEM 

The main tools that RFEM provides for POA are the modal load distribution calculation, 

capacity curve (CC) calculation and plastic hinge definition and status evaluation (RF-

/DYNAM Pro Tutorial (Pushover Analysis) 2019) The parts of POA procedure that are made 

in RFEM are divided into following parts: 

• modelling/model import 

• plastic hinge definition 

• seismic mass calculation and application 

• modal load distribution calculation 

• incremental large deflection analysis, i.e. the pushover 

• CC data export 

• plastic hinge status evaluation at target displacement and limit states 

• utilization ratio of members at seismic demand 

• RSA with revised behaviour factor. 

 

RFEM has adequate capabilities for modelling and macros can be written, for example in 

Excel with VBA, to speed up the design process. Plastic hinge definition can be done 

automatically in accordance with FEMA 356, but also manual, i.e. user-defined, definition 

is possible (figure 16). The plastic hinges were defined in each end of the beam and column. 

For the 3D model, plastic hinges at column-ground connections needed to be defined in both 

horizontal directions. It must be noted that the FEMA 356 plastic moment-rotation model in 

RFEM does not consider the possible different behaviour of the bending over weak-axis of 

the column. 
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Figure 16. Plastic hinge moment-rotation curve definition in RFEM. 

 

The simplified moment-rotation curve in figure 16, is based on cyclic test data where 

strength degradation is guided by the hysteresis loops (figure 17). The acceptance criteria 

for deformation-controlled dissipative elements of the structure are based on member 

deformation rather than force. Therefore, RFEM presents acceptance criteria as ratios 

between the plastic hinge rotation and yield rotation (figure 16). 

 

 

Figure 17. Plastic hinge moment-rotation curve definition from cyclic experimental test data 

(ASCE/SEI 41-17 2017, p. 81). 
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It is notable that in figure 16, the yield moment is at the edge where the vertical line stops 

and starts to increase with a slope. However, that is not the point where RFEM plastic hinge 

turns green, i. e. indicate the exceedance of DL limit state. It is a bit to the right of the yield 

moment at the point where the plastic hinge rotation divided by the yield rotation is equal to 

1. Due to the slope after yield moment in figure 16, the moment at DL limit state is slightly 

higher than the inputted yield moment.  

 

The seismic masses can be calculated by applying the permanent gravity loads and imposed 

load to the model and then reducing them with proper factors in RF DYNAM Pro -module 

mass combinations. Load cases for the seismic masses are advisable set per storey so that 

application of reduction factors and the calculation of uniform load distribution are simple. 

The calculated seismic masse can be applied as an area weight by using the ”from area loads 

on members via plane” tool. These area weights per storey are then combined into one load 

case so that the seismic mass can be considered during large deflection analysis. 

 

The modal load distribution for POA can be obtained with RF DYNAM Pro -module by 

carrying out elastic RSA with generation of equivalent loads. This can be done by combining 

the seismic weights to a one mass combination, defining the response spectra, calculating 

the modal analysis, and selecting only the fundamental mode shapes per loading direction. 

The fundamental mode shapes should represent sway modes due to the single degree of 

freedom (SDOF) assumptions in the N2 method. It is notable, that in RSA the response 

spectra can be either the elastic or design because the lateral loads in POA are increased 

incrementally from zero to collapse. Here the design spectrum may produce more accuracy 

since the load step size is defined as the base shear force at load factor (LF) = 1.0 times the 

load increment. Hence, larger base shear force at LF = 1.0 leads to larger step size. 

 

The actual “pushover” is done with a geometrically nonlinear large deflection analysis where 

the lateral load distribution is incrementally increased. Modal load distribution is directly 

available from an exported load case by RF DYNAM Pro -module. Uniform load 

distribution is calculated with equation 3 and applied to the beam-column joints per loading 

direction. From the calculation parameters of the load case one can select the analysis type, 

load factor increment size, control node position and the constant vertical seismic load case. 
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The details of this are shown in appendix X. The control nodes should be made to the storey 

CMs, for example to middle of a beam, so that in they can be selected and measured during 

the large deflection analysis. An example of this these can be seen in appendix VI. 

 

The CC data can be obtained from calculation diagrams as shown in appendix X. It is 

notable, that the CC data can be obtained from the CM of each storey by changing the 

location node. Also, often the last, i.e. the collapse, point of the CC data is far away from the 

second last point, which make the CC in RFEM look very steep. 

 

The data from base shear force and control node displacement can be exported to Excel in 

the calculation diagrams view. In Excel the data can be modified, plotted, and used for the 

N2 method calculation. The last point in the CC data determines the start of plastic 

mechanism, and therefore it may require engineering judgement to decide where to cut off 

the data. As an example, the cut-off point could be the point where the slope changes rapidly. 

This will affect to the overstrength factor but little to the target displacement as it is discussed 

in chapter 5.  

 

The modified CC data from each loading direction can be used in N2 method to obtain the 

target displacements. Also, overstrength factors can be calculated from the CC data. They 

can be used for behaviour factor revision. The plastic hinge states can be obtained 

graphically per load factor from RFEM which helps to understand the plastic mechanism. 

Hence, the plastic hinge states are obtained from with the load factor that corresponds to the 

target displacement. The corresponding load factor is shown in the exported CC data. 

Furthermore, a load case for the loading situation at target displacement can be made and 

exported to EC3-module of RFEM. EC3-module can calculate the utilization ratios at the 

seismic demand. Also, interstorey drifts can be calculated with the target displacement load 

case. 

 

The revised behaviour factor can be used in a new RSA that gives more accurate estimation 

of the seismic demand than the analysis with standard behaviour factor. However, the 

dimensioning with POA does not fit in the scope of this thesis. 
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3.3  Determination of the target displacement 

The calculation procedure of target displacement was made according to SFS-EN 1998-1 

(2004, p. 215-218) and detailed description of the N2 method can be found from Landolfo 

et al. (2017, p. 88-90). The N2 method was implemented in Mathcad by importing the CC 

data from RFEM via Excel. Also, other data, such as response spectra data and its parameters 

were imported. For the symmetrical 3D structure there was 2 loading directions, 2 load 

distributions and 6 storeys. Therefore, the amount of u and V vector pairs were 24 and the 

number of analyses 4. In addition to the control node at roof level, the CCs were obtained 

from each storey CM so that the N2 method and interstorey drift calculation could be 

automated. It became quickly clear that the iteration of different settings in the FE model 

leads to a lot of manual work due to the 24 vector pairs. For this reason, an automated N2 

procedure was made with Mathcad programming. 

 

The imported CC data from RFEM may include duplicate values and does not start from 

zero. Also, there were definite integrals in the N2 method, which required the use of 

functions. Hence, the data had to be processed and base shear function created before the N2 

method calculation. The base shear function was implemented with linear interpolation of 

the ui, V datapoints. Furthermore, the principle was to gather all the CC data to a one nested 

matrix from where all the load cases (load distribution, direction) could be referred to by 

indexing. This way it was possible to loop all the data through various equations and obtain 

all the results in a matrix or vector format. 

 

The N2 method was implemented with the manual and iterative methods for obtaining the 

idealized SDOF yield force, which are presented in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215-218). The 

iterative method (appendix VII) was used in the calculations of target displacement, whereas 

the manual method was used for obtaining figures. Also, the demand spectra were calculated 

according to Fajfar (1999, p. 982-983) equations. This is presented in appendix VIII. It must 

be noted, that the N2 method can be calculated purely numerically without the graphical 

representation of target displacement in the CC plot or the demand spectra. However, figures 

keep results in perspective and help to find errors. 
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4 PUSHOVER ANANLYSIS OF 2D AND 3D MODELS 

 

 

This chapter presents results from a pushover analysis of 2D and 3D structures. The selection 

of the models to be analysed were made according to RFEM capabilities.  

 

4.1 2D model analysis 

The planar 2D model was analysed so that the accuracy of N2 method calculations and 

RFEM pushover analysis could be verified. The results were validated by comparing them 

to results by Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330-334). Therefore, the analysis was done only to x 

direction, and the model was made from the previously presented 3D model’s MRF resisting 

seismic load in x direction. This is noteworthy since SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 62) requires 

that POA is made for both main horizontal directions if planar models can be used. The 

selection between 3D and 2D models depend on how the structure conforms to regularity 

criteria. In this case, the regularity criteria were satisfied, and thereby POA could be made 

with either a 2D or a 3D model.  

 

4.1.1 Seismic loads and FE model 

The seismic loads for 2D frame POA were given by Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 103-104) 

instructions. It was obvious that the 2D model does not have the same load bearing capacity 

as the 3D model, and therefore the horizontal and vertical loads had to be adjusted.  

According to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 104), the vertical seismic mass should be applied from 

the “tributary area of gravity loads” (AL) that is directly loading the MRF (figure 18). The 

seismic weights per storey for the 2D model (w2D) can be obtained by multiplying seismic 

weight per area (table 7) with half of the span length (L) (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 104): 

 

 𝑤2𝐷,𝑖 = 0.5𝐿(∑𝐺𝑘,𝑖 +∑𝛹𝐸,𝑖𝑄𝑘,𝑖) 
(6) 

 

For the equation 6 , L can be obtained as presented in figure 18. The tributary area of gravity 

loads cannot model alone the P-delta effects of the whole structure. To overcome this 

problem, a “leaning column” was modelled to support the other gravity loads in “tributary 

area of masses” (AM) that are not loading the 2D frame. The vertical loads for the leaning 
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column can be obtained by subtracting AL from AM and multiplying it with the seismic 

weights per area from table 7 (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 103-104):  

 

 𝑃𝑖 = (𝐴𝑀 − 𝐴𝐿)(∑𝐺𝑘,𝑖 +∑𝛹𝐸,𝑖𝑄𝑘,𝑖) 
(7) 

 

The leaning column was modelled with beam elements and HEM 600 profile although 

Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 327) modelled it with truss elements. This selection was made due 

to convergence issues. Also, a rigid diaphragm was modelled with rigid elements and 

connected to the leaning column with pinned joints. The leaning column itself had pinned 

joints between each floor. The calculation of vertical loads for the 2D frame is presented in 

figure 18. 

 

 

Figure 18. Seismic loads of 2D frame model for pushover analysis in x direction (Landolfo 

et al. (2017, p. 328). 

 

Two lateral load distributions were used in the analysis: modal (Fmod) and uniform (Funi). 

Modal load distribution is based on the equivalent forces of the 1st mode shape, and uniform 

load distribution on the corresponding mass proportional forces obtained with the elastic 

response spectrum acceleration of the 1st mode. Table 8 presents vertical and lateral loads 

for the 2D frame model.  
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Table 8. 2D frame loads for the seismic design situation (Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 328-329). 

Storey Modal  Uniform  Seismic weight P-delta  

Fmod,i [kN] Funi,i [kN] w2D,i [kN/m] Pi [kN] 

6 182.45 182.45 14.43 1342.38 

5 188.92 215.77 17.07 1587.49 

4 151.00 215.87 17.08 1588.23 

3 106.57 217.22 17.18 1598.16 

2 64.46 217.95 17.24 1603.53 

1 29.56 220.91 17.48 1625.31 

 

Modal and uniform loads per storey are obtained from Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 329) and 

they are applied to each column-beam joint node except for the leaning column. 

Consequently, the modal and uniform loads per storey in table 8 were divided by the number 

of columns and applied as nodal loads in RFEM. Figure 19 illustrates the seismic design 

situation. The modal load distribution is not clearly visible in figure 19, but generally it is 

increasing towards roof . The uniform distribution is uniform except for the roof level, which 

has a smaller load due to different combination coefficients that reduce the seismic mass. 

Since the incremental large deflection analysis starts to increase the lateral loads from zero, 

only the distribution of the forces matters, not the maximum values. 

 

The 2D frame had only 2 load cases due to structural symmetry: modal and uniform load 

distributions in x direction. These loads were used for the pushover while seismic weight 

and P-delta loads were kept constant. The FE model (figure 20) was made in RFEM with 

beam elements, a minimum of 10 member divisions and a target element length of 0.5 m. 
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Figure 19. 2D frame vertical loads and modal load distribution. 

 

 

Figure 20. Finite element mesh nodes (806 pcs), member hinges, boundary conditions and 

column for P-delta effects. Pinned connections show as black and fixed hinges that can 

become plastic hinges as grey. The rigid elements are presented with a dashed line. 

 

All beam-column joints in figure 20 were constrained so that they were free to translate in x 

and z directions, but not in y direction. This was done to ensure that only in-plane 

deformations would occur. Plastic hinge data were applied according to appendix II and 

material data taken from table 3. Also, member shear stiffness was considered in RFEM. 
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4.1.2 Capacity curves 

The capacity curves were obtained with a force-controlled pushover in RFEM by keeping 

the vertical loads constant while increasing incrementally the lateral load distribution. This 

is the main difference to analysis in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 328) since it was calculated as 

displacement controlled and with SAP 2000 software (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 297 & 328). 

Force-controlled analysis incrementally increases the initial load with a specified increment 

and calculates the corresponding displacements for each load step, whereas in displacement-

controlled analysis the force that is applied in each load step is solved from stiffness and 

displacement. The difference can be seen in the slope of CC: it is always positive with force-

controlled analysis and positive or negative with displacement-controlled analysis. The 

control node for capacity curve was selected from the CM of the top storey and its 

displacement was measured in x direction.  Also, other control nodes were made to each 

storey CM so that later interstorey drifts could be calculated.  

 

The N2 method was calculated in accordance with SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215-218) annex 

B. According to SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 217), there is also an iterative option for 

calculating the target displacement. This method was tested and compared to the so-called 

initial fitting where the yield force (Fy
*) equals  the ultimate base shear force at start of plastic 

mechanism. The difference in idealized SDOF system curves between iterative method and 

initial fitting are presented in figure 21. Also, the multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) 

system curve is shown to illustrate the level of reduction by transformation factor (Γ) in a 

modal load distribution load case. 
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Figure 21. Fitting of idealized equivalent SDOF model. 2D frame capacity curves of modal 

load distributions (0.25g) in x direction. Start of plastic mechanism according to Landolfo 

et al. (2017, p. 330) when the base shear force is 6161.2 kN. 

 

After the first analysis it was noticed that the start of plastic mechanism according to RFEM 

was not the same as in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330). RFEM stopped the analysis according 

to the FEMA 356 plastic hinge rotation values, whereas the Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330) 

analysis considered the plastic mechanism to start when the plastic moment of the first 

member was exceeded. The reason for this selection was found by checking this moment 

from RFEM at the expected start of plastic mechanism. The moment suggested that the 

plastic moment was calculated with γov = 1.0 and according to SFS-EN 1993-1-1 (2005, p. 

53).  

 

For comparison, the analyses were carried out with different starts of the plastic mechanism: 

one with the “book plastic mechanism” and one with the “RFEM plastic mechanism”. The 

capacity curve data obtained from RFEM were cut from the point where the plastic 

mechanism started according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330). This way it was possible to 

compare how much effect the start of the plastic mechanism had on the target displacement. 
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As discussed in section 3.1.2, RFEM calculates the beam and column plastic hinge moment-

rotation relationship with the same equation, and thus does not consider the axial force effect 

in the columns. Therefore, two models were made for comparison: one with “book plastic 

hinges” and one with “RFEM hinges”. The book plastic hinges are presented in appendix II. 

Verification of the N2 procedures were made with the book plastic mechanism and book 

hinges, whereas the model with RFEM hinges provided information of the applicability and 

accuracy of RFEM for POA. In total, there were 3 uncertain variables with optional 

approaches in the 2D model POA whose impact to the target displacement were investigated: 

• plastic hinge definition (RFEM versus book) 

• starting location of the plastic mechanism (RFEM versus book) 

• fitting method for the idealized SDOF curve (initial versus iterated). 

 

During the comparison it was found that the iterative method for fitting the idealized SDOF 

curve yields more accurate results than the initial setting. Therefore, all the target 

displacements were calculated with this method. Plastic hinge definition with RFEM or with 

book values led to similar capacity curves, except for the plastic mechanism, which started 

earlier with the book hinges. The capacity curves of this comparison are presented in 

appendix V. In addition, the 2D model was tested with total displacement (ut) of the control 

node and with displacement of the control node in x direction (ux). The comparisons yielded 

almost similar capacity curves with both options due to the planar model. Generally, 

however, the control node displacement should be measured from the loading direction due 

to the SDOF assumption in the N2 method. 

 

The capacity curves presented in figures 22 and 23 show that the modal load distribution 

produced larger target displacements (dt), and thus was the more demanding for the structure. 

According to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 87), the structural performance must be evaluated 

based on the more demanding of the two lateral load distributions. Therefore, the results 

from modal load distribution are being examined more closely. 
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Figure 22. 2D frame capacity curves from modal and uniform load distributions. Plastic 

hinges and start of plastic mechanism according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325 & 330). 

 

The point of “slope change” in the figures 22 and 23 are results from a Mathcad program 

that obtains the point of first yield based on the slope change. It was an attempt to automate 

the search process of base shear force at first yield (Vy1), but it turned out that when the 

moment exceeds the plastic moment of a member, the slope changes with a “delay” as can 

be seen from figure 22. Therefore, the SFS-EN 1993-1-1 (2005, p. 53) plastic moment with 

γov = 1.25 was used as the limit for obtaining the point of first yield. Plastic moment for 

obtaining the point of first yield (MY1) can be calculated as: 

 

 
𝑀𝑌1 =

𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑓𝑦

γ𝑀0
γ𝑜𝑣 

(8) 

 

In equation 8, Wpl is the plastic section modulus about corresponding axis. With the modal 

load distribution, the most critical member, i.e. the member where first plastic hinge is 

developed, was in the middle span and in 3rd storey. With the uniform distribution the most 

critical points were at the column-ground connections. The more detailed view of the plastic 

hinges is presented in appendix III. 
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Figure 22 also contains a damage limitation (DL) limit state. That is the point where the first 

plastic hinge rotation exceeds the yield rotation defined in FEMA 356 (5-1). The target 

displacement goes past the DL limit state, and thus the structure would not satisfy this limit 

state. Figures 22 and 23 both show location of 1.5 times the target displacement. Clause 

4.3.3.4.2.3 in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 62-63) recommends carrying out the analysis up to 

150 % of dt. According to Fajfar (2000, p. 8), dt represents a mean value for applied 

earthquake loading, and due to scatter the pushover is recommended to run up to 1.5dt so 

that the structure can resist also maximum expected earthquake loads.  

 

 

Figure 23. 2D frame capacity curves from modal and uniform load distributions. RFEM 

hinges and start of plastic mechanism. 

 

As can be seen from figure 22 for modal load distribution, the structure is expected to 

collapse before the 1.5dt point is reached. Therefore, the assumption of start of plastic 

mechanism or the structural design is non-conservative. This is not the case in figure 23 

where RFEM start of the plastic mechanism is used. The plastic hinge deformation capacity 

before plastic mechanism is much larger according to the FEMA 356 (2000, p. 5-13) yield 

rotation equation (5-1) and plastic hinge rotation limits in SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 61). 
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The target displacement, i. e., the seismic demand can be visualized with elastic response 

spectra and CC in an acceleration-displacement (AD) format. The natural period (T) from 

the response spectrum data can be transformed to spectral displacement (Sd) Fajfar (1999, p. 

982): 

 

 
𝑆𝑑 =

𝑇2

4π2
𝑆𝑎 

(9) 

 

In equation 9, Sa is the acceleration in response spectrum. According to N2 method in SFS-

EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215-218) the capacity curve is transformed into equivalent SDOF 

system, which is further idealized to an elasto-perfectly plastic force-displacement 

relationship. These two curves are shown in figure 24 by calculating with the initial and 

iterative fitting of yield force. Also, the inelastic demand spectres are plotted according to 

appendix VII calculation. Fajfar presented two (1999, p. 982-983) options for calculating the 

inelastic demand spectra: assuming the transition period (T0) as equal to TC or calculating T0 

by: 

 

 𝑇0𝑖 = 0.65𝜇𝑖
0.3𝑇𝐶 (10) 

 

In equation 10, μ is the ductility factor of load case i, which is presented in Fajfar (1999, p. 

982-983). For the initial fitting method, ductility factor is referred as μ1. Therefore, both 

methods are used to plot inelastic demand spectres for the iterative method. The ductility 

factor can be calculated as in appendix VII (Fajfar 1999, p. 983 & 987) or as: 

 

 
𝜇𝑖 =

𝑑𝑡𝑖
𝑑𝑦𝑖
∗ 𝛤 𝑖

 
(11) 

 

In equation 11, dy
* is the yield displacement of idealized SDOF system and Γ is the 

transformation factor. Index i refers here to a loads case (load distribution and loading 

direction). Further details are given in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215-218). According to 

Fajfar (1999, p. 982-983), it is more accurate to use the inelastic demand spectra in short 

period range. However, it was found that the inelastic spectra calculated with the 
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simplification that T0 equals TC, worked better in the short period range due to mathematical 

problems with the horizontal area visible in figure 24 for inelastic demand spectra calculated 

with equation 9. Hence, the simplification that T0 equals TC was used with the iterative 

method. In addition, an inelastic demand spectrum for the initial fitting method for obtaining 

the target displacement was plotted. That was also calculated with TC and is illustrated as a 

dashed line in figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24. 2D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution (0.25g) in x direction. 

Demand spectra and capacity curve in AD format. Iterated ductility factor μ = 1.158 and 

initial ductility factor μ1 = 1.04. Start of the plastic mechanism according to Landolfo et al. 

(2017, p. 330) when the base shear force is 6161.2 kN. 

 

The intersection point of inelastic demand curve and idealized SDOF curve determine so-

called performance point (PP) where the x coordinate of PP represents the target 

displacement and the y coordinate the inelastic acceleration for the idealized equivalent 

SDOF system. The calculation of PP depends on the natural period range as it is explained 

in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 216-218) and visualized in Meskouris et al. (2019, p. 224). 

Therefore, a line of natural period of the equivalent SDOF system (T*) is plotted so that the 

PP can be found with it when there is linear elastic material behaviour or when T* is larger 

than TC. Figure 25 illustrates the seismic demand according to uniform load distribution. 
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Figure 25. 2D frame capacity curve of uniform load distribution (0.25g) in x direction. 

Demand spectra and capacity curve in AD format. Iterated ductility factor μ = 1.179 and 

initial ductility factor μ1 = 0.785. Start of the plastic mechanism according to RFEM when 

the base shear force is 7044.5 kN. 

 

Figure 25 shows that the magnitude of difference between initial fitting method of yield 

force and iterative method can differ depending on the load distribution. Generally, the initial 

fitting method yielded more conservative results, i. e. the target displacement was larger. 

Figure 25 also shows the condition that when μ is under 1 it is considered as one. Therefore, 

the inelastic demand spectra are equal to elastic response spectra and they overlap each other. 

 

4.1.3 Behaviour and overstrength factors 

The behaviour factor and overstrength factor are values related to the inelastic behaviour of 

structures (figure 26) and they are standardized for certain frame types and ductility classes. 

Also, other properties, such as the cross-section class, can affect the selection of the 

behaviour factor. However, the standard values are estimates and should be revised with a 

pushover or nonlinear time history analysis if more accurate information of the structural 

energy dissipation capacity is needed. Behaviour factor affects the selection cross sections 

via interstorey drift calculation, and thus plays a major role in linear elastic seismic design.  
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The behaviour factor in Eurocode 8 corresponds to the ratio of base shear force at first yield 

(Vy1) and elastic strength (Ve). Elastic strength corresponds to the ultimate strength at 

ultimate limit state if the structure would behave without plastic deformations until collapse. 

The elastic strength according idealized SDOF system (iterated) can be calculated by: 

 

 
𝑉𝑒𝑖 =

𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖
𝐹𝑦𝑖
∗

𝑑𝑦𝑖
∗

 
(12) 

 

In equation 12, Umax is the displacement at start of plastic mechanism. The equation 12 is 

based on similarity of triangles and the and Γ are cancelled out. Figure 26 illustrates how the 

behaviour factor and overstrength factor can be obtained from a CC. The multiplier of 

horizontal design seismic action (α) is shown in the y axis although it could be also be 

presented with base shear force V. If figure 26 would be presented in terms of V instead of 

α, the ultimate base shear force (Vu) would correspond to αu and Ve would correspond to 

multiplier of horizontal design seismic action at elastic strength (αe). 

 

 

Figure 26. Behaviour factor q and how it is related to the CC and overstrength factor 

according to Eurocode 8 (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 142, mod.). 

 

As the figure 26 shows, behaviour factor is calculated as the product of reference behaviour 

factor and overstrength factor. For a DCH MRF, Eurocode reference behaviour factor in 

SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 143) is 5 and overstrength factor is 1.3. Furthermore, the general 

upper limit for overstrength factor is 1.6 and lower limit for behaviour factor with DCH is 4 
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(SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 144-145). Table 9 presents the revised behaviour factors for each 

load case and compares them to the results in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330) and Eurocode 8. 

 

Table 9. Behaviour factors of the 2D frame with modal and uniform load distributions. 

Comparison to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330) and SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 141-143). 

 Vy1 [kN] Vu [kN] Au1= Vu/ Vy1 q0 q = q0×Au 

Modal 4005.2 6161.2 1.54 5 7.70 

Modal (Landolfo et. al) 3946.2 6161.2 1.56 5 7.80 

Uniform 5588.7 7540.9 1.35 5 6.75 

Uniform (Landolfo et al) 5644.1 7540.9 1.34 5 6.70 

Eurocode 8  1.30 5 6.50 

 

The Vu values were selected to be identical for comparability of the N2 method. This was 

achieved by cutting the RFEM capacity curve data to the point of plastic mechanism 

assumed by Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330). Although the iterative solver was not the same 

(force vs displacement-controlled), the Vy1 values were remarkably close, which proves that 

the FE model was made similarly as in the book.  

 

It must be noted that, Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330) obtained the Vy1 values at the point when 

the bending moment exceeded the plastic bending moment calculated according to equation 

8 so that γov was 1.25, whereas Vu values were obtained also with equation 8, but now the γov 

was 1.0. This was inconsistent but a conservative design choice. However, the choice of 

underestimating the start of plastic mechanism can lead to increasing the cross sections due 

to inadequate seismic capacity. This can be seen in figure 22 where the 1.5dt safety check 

according to Clause 4.3.3.4.2.3 of SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 62-63) is not fulfilled. 

 

The behaviour factors calculated in table 9 were all greater than 6.5, which suggests that the 

building has, according to the 2D frame model, more dissipative seismic capacity than is 

anticipated by Eurocode 8. According to clause 4.3.3.4.2.4 (1) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 

63) the lower value of overstrength factor per load direction should be used. Therefore, the 

revised behaviour factor for the 2D frame was 6.75. 
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4.1.4 Plastic hinge states 

In appendix VI, there is presented plastic hinge states with 6 different scenarios. The 

different situations for modal and uniform load distributions are: 

• occurrence of first plastic hinge 

• start of plastic mechanism according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330) 

• start of plastic mechanism according to RFEM plastic hinge models. 

 

The location of first plastic hinge was found to be in the same place with modal and uniform 

load distributions as shown in Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 330). However, the plastic hinge 

states at plastic mechanism were not comparable due to different colour scaling in SAP 2000 

and lack of plastic hinge rotation values in the book. The spread of plastic mechanism with 

modal load distribution in RFEM started from the 3rd floor and propagated horizontally and 

vertically outwards. For the uniform load distribution in turn, the plastic mechanism was 

focused on the lower storeys and finally the collapse started from the column-ground 

connections. 

 

The base shear force at first yield was obtained by first locating the most stressed member 

with RFEM plastic hinge ratios. In analysis with modal load, the first plastic hinge location 

at Vy1 was at the centre span and on the 3rd storey in the IPE 600 beam (appendix VI, 1). 

Whereas in analysis with uniform load distribution the first plastic hinge was, according to 

the plastic hinge ratios, at the column-ground connection of the left column of the middle 

span (appendix VI, 4). The ground-column connection had highest plastic hinge rotation 

ratio (θ/θy) although the moment had already exceeded plastic moment at the same IPE 600 

beam that was critical in analysis with modal load distribution. Therefore, the base shear at 

first yield (Vy1) for uniform load distribution was obtained from the same location as in the 

analysis with modal load distribution. 

 

4.1.5 Comparison to the literature example 

In the Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 334) analysis there was also considered torsional effects. 

According clause 4.3.3.4.2.7 (3) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 63), torsional effects in POA 

for 2D structural models can be consider by the magnification factor for torsional effects (𝛿) 

that is calculated according clause 4.3.3.2.4 (2):  
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 𝛿 = 1 + 1.2
𝑥

𝐿𝑒
 (13) 

 

In equation 13, is Le the distance of the long side of the building and x is the perpendicular 

distance from CM to the long side of the building (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 59). The long 

side of the 3D building is 31 m, and thus 𝛿 was calculated to be 1.6. For comparing the 

rotational demands, the dt was multiplied with the 𝛿. Clause 6.6.4 (3) in SFS-EN 1998-1 

(2004, p. 149), recommends that the plastic rotation capacity for plastic hinges is at least 

0.035 rad for DCH and 0.025 rad for DCM design class. According to SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, 

p. 149), SD limit state (6θy) corresponds to the “no collapse” requirement in SFS-EN 1998-

1 (2004, p. 72). Therefore, the plastic hinge rotation capacities were considered as 6θy. 

Furthermore, the rotation values are obtained from the most critical members, i.e. where first 

plastic hinge is formed.  

 

To compare the effect of start of plastic mechanism and plastic hinge definitions, the 2D 

frame was analysed with three different settings in RFEM. The following settings were 

compared: 

- analysis 1: RFEM hinge data, RFEM Vu, iterative fitting of Fy
* 

- analysis 2: Book hinge data, Book Vu, iterative fitting of Fy
* 

- analysis 3: Book hinge data, Book Vu, initial fitting of Fy
* 

- analysis 4: Book values. 

 

The analyses 1-4 are referred to in table 10 where N2 method parameters compared. Plastic 

hinge rotation values are compared similarly in table 11. It should be noted that the analysis 

2 and 3 have the same plastic hinge rotation values, and thus the corresponding column is 

not filled in table 11. The comparison between beam rotational values were not reasonable 

because Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 334) measured the values from an IPE 750x196, whereas 

the critical beam was according to RFEM IPE 600.  
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Table 10. N2 results of 2D frame analyses compared to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 331-334). 

Analysis 1 2 3 4 Ratio:  

1 vs 4 [%] 

Ratio:  

2 vs 4 [%] 

Γ  1.393 1.361 1.361 1.370 1.7 -0.7 

Fy
* [kN] 4104.6 4159.7 4528.2 4506.5 -8.9 -7.7 

T* [s] 1.25 1.25 1.27 1.23 1.6 1.6 

dt [m] 0.1872 0.1816 0.186 0.181 3.4 0.3 

 

The most important result was that the target displacement calculated with analysis 2 settings 

was only 0.3 % away from the book value, and hence the N2 method programmed in 

Mathcad was proven to work correctly. Also, this proved that the iterative fitting of Fy
* is 

valid and more accurate method than the initial fitting method (analysis 3) due to its 

conservative values. The most conservative values were obtained with RFEM hinges and Vu, 

i. e. the start of plastic mechanism. This suggested that the start of plastic mechanism did 

affect the target displacement so that the higher it was, the higher target displacement was 

obtained. Nevertheless, the differences in the target displacements were maximum 6 mm, 

which is not significant when considering the building dimensions (31x24x21.5) m.  

 

Table 11. Plastic hinge rotational values of 2D frame analyses compared to Landolfo et al. 

(2017, p. 331-334). 

Analysis 1 2 3 4 Ratio: 1 vs 4 [%] Ratio: 2 vs 4 [%] 

Beam rotation 

demand at 𝛿dt 

[rad] 

0.011 0.0105 - - - - 

Beam rotation 

capacity [rad] 

0.0264 0.264 - - - - 

Column rotation 

demand at 𝛿dt 

[rad] 

0.004 0.0033 - 0.0028 43 18 

Column rotation 

capacity [rad] 

0.018 0.0156 - 0.0179 0.6 -13 

 

The comparison for rotational values were done for HEM 600 cross section and differences 

are uncertain since Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 334) did not reveal was the capacity calculated 

with 6θy. It is notable, that the rotational capacities did not reach the 0.035 rad that is 

recommended to DCH in Eurocode 8. 
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4.2 3D model analysis 

This subsection presents the results for the 3D model. Since the amount of results was large, 

many of them can be found in the appendices. Uniform and modal analysis in x and y 

directions was made with 0.25g, but the analysis for modal load distribution in x direction 

was also carried out with accelerations 0.15g, 0.35g and 0.45g for sensitivity analysis 

purposes. 

 

4.2.1 FE model 

The FE model was implemented with same principles as the 2D frame. Beam elements were 

used, and plastic hinges defined according to FEMA 356. Diaphragm constraints were 

implemented as discussed in the modelling assumptions in section 3.1.6. Figure 27 presents 

the diaphragm constraints per floor. 

 

 

Figure 27. Diaphragm constraints per floor, finite element mesh nodes (7422 pcs) and 

member hinges. Minimum number of member division is 10 and target length of FE elements 

is 0.5 m. Black hinge represents a release and grey represents a fixed hinge that can become 

a plastic hinge. 
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Member divisions were implemented so that the diaphragm constraint could consider nodes 

along the beam and not only form the beam-column joints. The boundary conditions of 

columns and member hinges are as discussed in section 3.1. 

 

4.2.2 Response spectrum analysis 

The RSA was made according to clause 4.3.3.3.1 (3) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 59), which 

states that at least the effective modal masses of the considered modes should be over 90 % 

and that all the modes having greater effective modal than 5 % should be considered. The 

comparison of natural periods and effective modal mass factors (fmx), (fmy) and (fmz) to x, y, 

and z directions from modal analysis is presented in table 12.  

 

Table 12. 3D frame modal analysis results and comparison to book values from Landolfo et 

al. (2017, p. 299). 

 T [s] fmx [-] fmy [-] fmz [-] 

Mode Book RFEM [%] Book RFEM Book RFEM Book RFEM 

1 1.006 0.954 5.45 0.00 0.00 76.27 77.2 0.00 0.00 

2 0.908 0.869 4.49 77.38 77.6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.648 0.608 6.58 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 76.86 0.00 

4 0.341 0.311 9.65 0.00 0.00 15.90 15.70 0.01 0.00 

5 0.311 0.297 4.71 15.22 15.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

6 0.223 0.235 5.11 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 15.58 0.00 

Sum 92.60 92.60 92.18 92.90 92.46 0.00 

 

In table 12, the boxes represent the comparison between Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 299) and 

RFEM results. Completely similar natural periods could not be achieved, which suggests 

that the FE models had some differences. However, the natural periods were reasonably 

close with 6 % average difference. Also, the effective modal masses had small difference 

except in the z direction. For some reason, the RFEM model did not consider the mass 

moment of inertia set in RF DYNAM Pro, and thus the rotational modes did not have any 

effective masses. However, this was not an issue since the POA is made according the sway 

modes and not the torsional modes. Figure 28 shows the 1st mode in y direction. 
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Figure 28. 1st mode in y direction with scaling factor of 10. 1st mode. 

 

It must be noted that, if the floors would have been modelled as rigid planes, it would have 

impaired the deformation of beams. The beam deformation is visible in figure 29, which 

presents the 1st mode in x direction. 

 

 

Figure 29. 1st mode in x direction with scaling factor of 10. 2nd mode. 

 

The torsional mode was not first visible when the lumping of masses to the floor CMs were 

attempted. After the seismic masses were defined with area loads the torsional mode was 

visible. The torsional mode is presented in figure 30. 
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Figure 30. Torsional mode (3rd) with scaling factor of 10. 

 

4.2.3 Lateral load distributions 

The lateral loads were applied from x and y directions and with modal and uniform load 

distributions. This resulted in to 4 load cases. The uniform load distribution loads were 

applied to the beam-column joints (figure 31) and calculated according equation 3. As in the 

2D mode, the top floor has a smaller storey load due to seismic mass calculations. 

 

 

Figure 31. Uniform load distribution in x-direction. Side view on the left and top view on 

the right. 

 

The modal load distribution was obtained from RF DYNAM Pro – module as equivalent 

forces. Figure 32 shows how the lateral load distribution is changing along the height and 

along the beams. 
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Figure 32. Modal load distribution in x direction. Side view on the left and top view on the 

right. 

 

4.2.4 Capacity curves 

Four capacity curves were calculated in RFEM and CC data from each storey was exported. 

This resulted into 24 capacity curves that were used in the N2 method for automation 

purposes. The fitting of the yield force was done similarly as with the 2D frame: iterative 

fitting and initial fitting were compared. Target displacements in CCs were, however, always 

calculated with the iterative method.  

 

In the section 4.1.5, it was tested that the determination of start of plastic mechanism 

according to RFEM plastic hinge rotation values versus according to the plastic bending 

moment resistance had little effect to the target displacement. Therefore, in the 3D model 

the start of plastic mechanism was considered according to the hinge rotation values and 

large jumps in the displacement were cut off from the CC data. Figure 33 presents the fitting 

of idealized SDFO curves for modal load distribution load case in x direction. 
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Figure 33. Fitting of idealized equivalent SDOF model. 3D frame capacity curves of modal 

load distributions (0.25g) in x direction. 

 

Plastic hinge limit states (DL, SD, NC) according SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 61) curves were 

plotted on the capacity curves to illustrate the plastic hinge capacities with respect to target 

displacement. This helps to understand the demand for dissipative members. The RSA 

design base shear (Vd) point was obtained from Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 303) and it 

represents the design base shear force according to linear elastic analysis. In addition, two 

different points for the base shear force at first yield were added to the capacity curves. One 

with γov equal to 1.25 and other with γov equal to 1.0. The Vy1 values were obtained with 

equation 8. This was made to compare the overstrength factors obtained with these two 

methods. Figure 34 shows the CCs in x direction. 
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Figure 34. 3D frame capacity curves of modal and uniform load distributions (0.25g) in x 

direction. 

 

The figure 34 shows that the modal load distribution is more unfavourable than the unform 

load distribution. The target displacement is larger, and the DL limit state is also closer to 

the target displacement. Both load distributions pass the 1.5dt safety check. Therefore, the 

results from modal load distribution are examined more closely. From the modal load 

distribution curve, it can be seen that the target displacement is not far away from the RSA 

base shear force calculated with behaviour factor of 6.5. Also, it was found that the first yield 

with γov equal to 1.25 will happen before the RSA design base shear force point. Figure 35 

presents the capacity curves for the 3D model in y direction and figure 36 presents an 

enlargement of the figure 35. 
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Figure 35. 3D frame capacity curves of modal and uniform load distributions (0.25g) in y 

direction. 

 

 

Figure 36. An enlargement of the figure 34. 
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From the capacity curves in y direction it is also clear that the modal load distribution is 

more unfavourable to the structure. The target displacement is larger, but DL limit state is 

reached sooner. However, the SD limit state, that represents the ultimate limit state, is not 

reached. Therefore, the plastic hinges have plenty of capacity left at the seismic demand. 

 

Figure 37 presents the modal load distribution results in AD-format. The structure 

experiences linear elastic material behaviour at the seismic demand. Therefore, both iterative 

and initial fitting methods of yield force produce close results. Also, the linear elastic 

behaviour is visible from the absence of inelastic demand spectra. When the ductility factor 

is 1 or near to 1, the inelastic demand spectra overlaps the elastic response spectra. More 

inelastic demand spectres can be found in appendix I, where the analysis is made with 

accelerations 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g modal load distribution in x direction. 

 

 

Figure 37. 3D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution (0.25g) in x direction. 

Demand spectra and capacity curve in AD format. Ductility factor μ = 1.008. 

 

Figure 38 shows the results from modal load distribution in y direction. In y direction the 

structure experiences small inelastic deformations since ductility factor is over 1. It is 

notable, that for the initial fitting method the ductility factor is 1 since the inelastic demand 

spectra with dashed lines overlaps the elastic response spectrum. 
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Figure 38. 3D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution (0.25g) in y direction. 

Demand spectra and capacity curve in AD format. Ductility factor μ = 1.108. 

 

According to results from the N2 method, the modal load distribution is more demanding in 

x and y directions for the 3D structure. In x direction the building is in the linear elastic range 

but in y direction there is small plastic deformation present. The start of plastic mechanism, 

i. e. the ultimate capacity is significantly higher than the seismic demand (figure 37 and 38). 

Furthermore, the plastic hinges are in the boundary of the DL limit state in x direction (figure 

33), and in y direction the DL limit state is exceeded (figure 36). Therefore, if the building’s 

dissipative members would be designed according the SD limit state, this analysis shows 

that the building fulfils this requirement. This is because the 1.5dt safety check does not 

exceed the SD points on the capacity curves. The non-dissipative member should be 

designed with the revised behaviour factor obtained from POA. 

 

The directional combination of the target displacements is not required according to clause 

4.3.3.5.1 (8) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 65) if the building satisfies the regularity criteria 

in plan. Since this building satisfies the criteria, the target displacements can be used 

independently in x and y directions. According to clause 4.3.3.5.1 (2) in SFS-EN 1998-1 

(2004, p. 65), the directional combination of the target displacements (dtxy) can be calculated 

with the square root of the sum of squared values (SRSS):  
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𝑑𝑡𝑥𝑦 = √𝑑𝑡𝑥

2 + 𝑑𝑡𝑦
2  

(14) 

 

In equation 14, dtx and dty are the target displacements from the most unfavourable load 

distributions in x and y directions respectively. The 3D model produced smaller target 

displacements than the equivalent 2D model due to larger stiffness from the MRFs in y 

direction. However, this is a satisfactory result for the simpler 2D analysis since it should be 

conservative. The comparison of target displacements between 2D and 3D structures is 

presented in table 13.  

 

Table 13. Target displacements of the 3D structure compared to the 2D structure. 

 Modal x Uniform x Modal y Uniform y 

3D dt [m] 0.128 0.113 0.143 0.125 

3D dtxy [m] 0.192 

2D dt [m] 0.182 0.161 - - 

 

The difference of target displacements between 2D and 3D structures is measured in 

centimetres. Therefore, the results are very close when considering that the 2D model does 

not represent the 3D model stiffness adequately.  

 

4.2.5 Behaviour and overstrength factors 

The behaviour factors were obtained with different methods: the product of reference 

behaviour factor and overstrength factor, the ratio of elastic strength to the point of RSA 

design strength and from ratio of elastic strength to the point of first yield (γov = 1.0).  

Behaviour factor is calculated from the design strength to the elastic strength so that it can 

consider the overstrength between design strength and first yield, and thus be comparable to 

the standard behaviour factors in EC8. This is called the total behaviour factor (qt), according 

to Dubina et al. (2015, p. 40):  

 

 
𝑞𝑡𝑖 =

𝑉𝑒𝑖
𝑉𝑑𝑖

 
(15) 
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However, the total behaviour factors are not allowed to be used in design by the EC8 and 

only behaviour factor revision with reference behaviour factor is instructed. Figure 39 

presents the section that is considered for the behaviour factor. 

 

 

Figure 39. 3D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution (0.25g) in x direction. Elastic 

strength and RSA design base shear force illustrated with dashed lines. 

 

The overstrength factors are presented in table 14. The value selected for the design in x 

direction is 1.43 and for y direction 1.39. These values are close to the recommended value 

1.3 that is obtained from Eurocode 8 for MRFs with DCH. 
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Table 14. Overstrength factor data for the 3D structure. 

 

The behaviour factors with different methods are presented in table 15. By calculating the 

behaviour factor as ratio between the elastic strength and the results were low compared to 

the values obtained with the reference behaviour factor. The calculation with reference 

behaviour factor yielded larger behaviour factors than obtained from the 2D frame. The 2D 

frame behaviour factors were 6.75 and 7.70 for modal and uniform load respectively. 

 

Table 15. Behaviour factor data for the 3D structure. 

 

It must be noted that, these values are directly affected by the start of plastic mechanism 

since it determines the ultimate base shear force Vu. Overstrength factor is calculated with 

Vu and behaviour factor is calculated with the overstrength factor. This analysis was made 

according to the plastic hinge models in RFEM that define the start of plastic mechanism.  

 

 X direction Y direction 

 Modal Uniform Modal Uniform 

Vy1 (γov = 1.0) 6541.9 kN 9126.8 kN 5724.8 kN 7957.3 kN 

Vy1 (γov = 1.25) 8225.4 kN 11470.7 kN 7276.4 kN 10150.7 kN 

Vu 12980.5 kN 16442.5 kN 11061.7 kN 14104.2 kN 

Au1 = Vu/Vy1 (yov = 1.25) 1.58 1.43 1.52 1.39 

Min(Au1) 1.43 1.39 

Au1 from Eurocode 1.30 1.30 

q0 5 5 

Vd (RSA, q = 6.5) 8783.6 kN 8783.6 kN 8016.7 kN 8016.7 kN 

Ve 19584.2 kN 29896.5 kN 19027.9 kN 27502.0 kN 

 X direction Y direction 

 Modal Uniform Modal Uniform 

Eurocode 6.50 6.50 

q= q0*min(Au1) 7.17 6.95 

q= Ve/Vd 2.23 3.40 2.37 3.43 

q= Ve/Vy1 (γov = 1.0) 2.99 3.28 3.32 3.46 
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4.2.6 Plastic hinge states 

Plastic hinge states differ between modal and uniform load distributions so that modal load 

distribution induces more plastic deformation to the upper storeys and, uniform load 

distribution to the lower storeys. This is evident only by looking into the load distribution 

shapes. The more accurate difference can be seen in appendix 3 when looking at the plastic 

hinge states just before plastic collapse between modal and uniform load distributions. 

 

The target displacement with uniform load distributions is determined to be before DL limit 

is reached. As discussed in the section 4.2.4, modal load distribution is more demanding for 

the structure, hence it should be used in dimensioning. Therefore, plastic hinge states from 

uniform distribution are shown only from the occurrence of first plastic hinge and plastic 

collapse. All the plastic hinge states for both load distributions are presented in appendix 3  

(1-14). Figure 40 presents the plastic hinge rotation states at dt from modal load distribution 

in y direction. 
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Figure 40. Plastic hinge rotation states at target displacement from modal load distribution 

in y direction.  

 

As capacity curve shows in figure 35, DL limit state is reached before the target 

displacement. Figure 40 shows where the first plastic hinges were formed at 3rd floor to IPE 

600 beams. First plastic hinges appear to same span but only to the right side. This can be 

seen in attachment 3 (6). 

 

Appendix 3 (8) shows that when SD limit is exceeded, it can be seen in the same plastic 

hinges that first appeared in the DL limit state. In this state, where SD is just overpassed, the 

middle column θ/θy ratio is only 0.498 which tells that there is significant overstrength in the 

columns. Therefore, SD, i. e. the ultimate limit state (ULS) for plastic hinges is not exceeded. 

 

When NC limit is exceeded, all the IPE 600 plastic hinges at the 3rd floor are yellow which 

means that SD and thus, ULS limit is exceeded (figure 41). Also, the 2 most critical hinges 

that were the first ones to plasticize, are collapsed and resisting only with post-collapse 
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moment. The post-collapse moment is 0.6 times the yield moment according FEM 356 table 

5-6 (FEMA 356 2000, p. 5-40). The plastic hinge yield rotations are illustrated in appendix 

2. 

 

 

Figure 41. Plastic hinge rotation states at plastic collapse. Modal load distribution in y 

direction. 

 

The first plastic hinges with modal load distribution in x direction appeared also at the 3rd 

floor (figure 42), which is made of IPE 600 beams. The 3rd floor is vulnerable because the 

2nd floor contains  IPE 750x196 beams which are considerably larger than IPE 600 and 5th 

floor IPE 550 beams does not experience such high bending moments. 
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Figure 42. First plastic hinges from modal load distribution in x direction. 

 

Appendix 3 (8) shows that the SD limit state is exceeded in the same location where the first 

plastic hinges were formed. At that point, 3rd, 4th, and 5th floors have developed plastic hinges 

in the beams which exceed the DL rotation limit. It is notable that columns have not yet 

developed plastic hinges.  

 

At NC limit state (appendix 3 (4)) the locations are same as in SD limit state but now the 

first plastic hinges are collapsed. The other end of the beams in middle span & 3rd floor 

exceeded the SD limit state. Therefore, the building collapses starting from the middle 

(width, height) and outwards (laterally and horizontally). In NC limit state the columns still 

do not have developed plastic hinges. At plastic collapse state (figure 43) there are collapsed 

plastic hinges in 3rd floor and 4th floor. Columns of the MRF in x-direction have exceeded 

the DL limit except in the edges. 
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Figure 43. Plastic hinge rotation states at plastic collapse. Modal load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

The similar plastic hinge states for the uniform load distributions are shown in appendix 3 

11-14). According to the plastic hinge states in x and y direction it is concluded that the 

building has adequate behaviour for the strong column-weak beam principle. 

 

4.2.7 Internal forces and stresses 

The internal forces and stresses were calculated with RFEM at target displacement and the 

obtained internal force distributions corresponds to the shapes obtained by RSA in Landolfo 

et al. (2017, p. 300-301). The internal forces are presented in figures 44-46 and red colour 

presents negative moment, negative shear, or compression, whereas blue colour refers to 

positive moment, positive shear force and tension. In POA the internal force directions are 

true, whereas in RSA the internal forces are displayed to both directions. 
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Figure 44. Bending moments at target displacement from modal load distribution in y (left 

side) and x (right side) directions. Scaling factor = 2. 

 

 

Figure 45. Shear forces at target displacement from modal load distribution in y (left side) 

and x (right side) directions. Scaling factor = 1. 

 

 

Figure 46. Axial forces at target displacement from modal load distribution in y (left side) 

and x (right side) directions. Scaling factor = 2. 
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The equivalent Von Mises stresses from RFEM at target displacement are presented for 

modal load distribution in figures 47 and 48 for a beam element model. The building is 

manufactured with S235 steel, which has yield strength of 294 MPa and ultimate strength of 

360 MPa. The yield strength is increased due to material overstrength factor that considers 

the deviation in manufacturing yield strength. Figure 47 shows that the maximum stress is 

351.6 MPa or 35.16 kN/cm2 at target displacement, i. e. at the seismic demand. Therefore, 

the structure does not exceed the ultimate limit strength. However, the model assumptions 

simplify the results significantly, and thus the stresses should be considered as guiding. 

 

 

Figure 47. Von Mises stresses at target displacement from modal load distribution in y 

direction. Scaling factor = 1. Maximum stress = 352 MPa. 

 

Figure 47 shows that the MRFs in y direction carry most of the load and the load concentrates 

to the lower storeys. Figure 48 presents the equivalent Von Mises stresses in x direction. 
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Figure 48. Von Mises stresses at target displacement from modal load distribution in x 

direction. Scaling factor = 1. Maximum stress = 348 MPa. 

 

Figure 48 retell the estimation of plastic hinge states that showed larger plastic deformations 

at 3rd floor in the middle bay. In addition, ultimate strength is not exceeded either in the x 

direction. The inelastic demand spectra in section 4.2.4 indicated larger plastic deformations 

for the y direction and figure 47 and 48 show that also the equivalent Von Mises stresses 

suggest similar behaviour. 

 

4.2.8 Interstorey drifts and displacements 

Finally, the interstorey drifts and displacements along the beam height at target displacement 

are calculated. The results are presented from analyses that are made with accelerations 

0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g. Modal load distribution in x and y direction is presented in 

figures 49 and 50. The results for uniform load distribution are presented in appendix IX. 

 

Figure 49 shows that the 3D structure with original 0.25g seismic load fulfils the interstorey 

drift requirement of 0.005 times the storey height (h). The calculations are made according 

to SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 76) except that the behaviour factor was not needed. This is 

instructed in clause 4.3.4 (3) in SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 66). The symbols “mx” and “my” 

refers to modal load distributions in x- and y-direction, respectively. 
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Figure 49. 3D frame interstorey drifts at target displacement in x- and y-directions. Modal 

load distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 

 

 

Figure 50. 3D frame storey CM displacements at target displacement in x- and y-directions. 

Modal load distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

 

 

This chapter presents the reliability aspects and generalized results. The usability of RFEM 

for POA and viability of POA as a design tool is discussed. 

 

The 2D model yielded a dt of 0.182 m, whereas the 3D model’s dt in x direction was 0.128 

m. This difference is produced by the absence of MRFs in y direction in the 2D model. These 

MRFs create extra stiffness also in the x direction. The 2D model would represent the 3D 

model more accurately if the model would have only 2 MRFs in x direction and no MRFs in 

y direction. It must be noted that the capacity curve from the 2D model is estimating 

primarily the target displacement. However, the base shear force in the 2D model capacity 

curve does on represent the real magnitude of V in a 3D model. 

 

5.1 Reliability aspects 

The analyses and comparisons relied heavily on the Eurocode 8 design manual from 

European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS), which umbrella organisation 

of national steel structure organisations. The literature examples analysed in chapter 4, were 

authored by merited academians, which were mostly affiliated with University of Naples 

Federico II. 

 

The book written by Landolfo et al. did not include an example of 3D model POA and the 

extension from 2D POA to 3D POA is relying on applied knowledge. Therefore, the primary 

concern in this thesis is that the 3D model results could not be verified. For example, one 

concern is that the modelling of the FE model was not done in a correct manner. Another is 

that the N2 method programmed in Mathcad would need additional features for a 3D model. 

Ideally, SeismoStruct could have been used for the 3D model validation. However, it was 

not possible within the scope of this thesis. 

 

Instead of a 3D model, two 2D models were used to validate the use of RFEM for POA. The 

accuracy of RFEM capacity curves were tested first with ANSYS by analysing a simple 2D 

two-storey and two-bay steel MRF with concentrated plasticity approach. Plastic hinges in 

ANSYS were defined with nonlinear springs using COMBIN39 element and they were in 
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nodes that were 2 mm apart from the beam-column joints. This required manually defining 

the moment-rotation curve data with ANSYS parametric design language (APDL) for body-

body revolute joints. Joint probes, deformation probes and the total force reaction was used 

for plotting the CC and plastic hinge responses. It was found that the ANSYS and RFEM 

CCs are overlapping when the modelling and calculation strategies are similar: force-based 

elements and load-controlled analysis. However, the POA procedure in ANSYS would be 

laborious for larger models due to the manual plastic hinge moment-rotation data definition. 

For example, the slenderness checks and interpolation between diagram parameters (table 5-

6) for FEMA 356 (2000, p. 5-40) hinges should be calculated individually for each cross 

section and different lengths of the same cross section. 

 

Next, a 2D two-storey and one-bay MRF was analysed with SeismoStruct. A distributed 

plasticity (DP) model was implemented with inelastic force-based fibre elements (FBF). The 

model included a bilinear material of S355 structural steel with strain hardening parameter 

of 0.01. Moreover, the analysis was made as displacement controlled and the target 

displacement was set to 1 meter. The RFEM model, in turn, was made with the same settings 

as the previously analysed 2D and 3D frames:  concentrated plasticity (CP) with FEMA 356 

hinge model, linear elastic material model and load controlled POA. Furthermore, the 

analysis in RFEM was run until collapse. 

 

The comparison of SeismoStruct and RFEM was made by comparing CCs, which are 

presented in figure 51. The results were remarkably similar when considering the differences 

in the analyses. The difference between DP and CP approach becomes visible after the 

yielding starts. Between yield point and the apex of SeismoStruct curve, the DP model 

estimates greater energy dissipation than the CP model. This is a reasonable result since DP 

model captures the plastic behaviour at integration points along the beam, whereas the CP 

model relies on the FEMA 356 moment-rotation model that is lumped to the member ends.  

 

The displacement-controlled analysis in SeismoStruct enables the CC slope to become 

negative, and thus reveal the apex, i. e. the ultimate strength, of the structure. This is useful 

for determining the start of plastic mechanism and the overstrength factor accurately. 

Unfortunately, finding of the apex is an insurmountable problem in a force-controlled 

analysis due to mathematical limitations in the iterative solution algorithm Newton-Raphson 
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method. RFEM also provides an option to use the modified Newton-Raphson method for 

post-critical analysis, but in this case, it did not yield different results. 

 

 

Figure 51. Comparison of a two-storey and one-bay MRF capacity curve data between 

SeismoStruct and RFEM. 

 

It is also noticeable that the RFEM CC ends before SeismoStruct CC. Namely, RFEM 

terminates the calculation at collapse load, which is determined by the plastic hinge moment-

rotation models. In the FEMA 356 plastic hinge model there is a significant drop in stiffness 

after the ultimate strength. Thereby, the Newton-Raphson method in RFEM cannot converge 

over this substantial drop of stiffness and the calculation stops. This is also the reason why 

the last displacement point in RFEM CC data is often considerably larger than the second 

last point. The bilinear material model and DP enables SeismoStruct to converge up to 1.13 

meters, whereas RFEM stops converging at 0.98 meters. 
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However, figure 51 proves that the POA in RFEM does have adequate accuracy for very 

simple 2D MRFs. More tests should be made to verify more complex 3D structures. It would 

be important to know if the difference in energy dissipation will become larger with larger 

or certain type of structures and how large impact it has to the target displacement.  

 

There was a wide range of simplifications implemented in the 3D and 2D structures, seismic 

load, and analysis type, which can affect the target displacement. Although many of the 

simplifications were in accordance with Eurocodes, others could have been taken into 

account. Nevertheless, it is important to know the simplifications because they may be 

significant sources of error.  

 

The structural model was made with concentrated plasticity approach and the plastic hinge 

model was the FEMA 356 plastic hinge model. Therefore, the location of plastic hinge was 

assumed, and moment-rotation relationship of joints simplified. Moreover, the FEMA 356 

plastic moment-rotation model in RFEM does not consider the different behaviour of the 

bending over weak-axis of the column. As earlier discussed in section 3.1.2, RFEM does not 

differentiate between beams and columns, and thus does not automatically consider the axial 

load effects in column plastic hinges. Another location of simplifications in the model was 

the composite slab. It was considered full rigid in plane and modelled with a diaphragm 

constraint. Alternatively, fly braces and slabs could have been modelled as presented in 

3.1.2. In addition to other structural simplifications, the soil-structure interaction or 

secondary structures were not considered in the model. 

 

The loading was made according to the Eurocode response spectra and 5 % damping was 

assumed. The analysis was carried out independently for two main horizontal directions. 

However, in case of a real earthquake, the horizontal loading could be imposed from non-

orthogonal direction and from two directions in the same time. Furthermore, the N2 method 

imposes severe simplifications about the structural behaviour. It assumes that one mode is 

dominating, torsional effects are negligible, and that load distribution stays in constant shape 

and direction during the pushover. It should be noted that these assumptions in the N2 

method are acceptable for symmetric MRFs but for unsymmetric or high-rise building they 

may not be suitable.  
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The FEA in RFEM is force-controlled and thus, the accuracy depends mostly on the load 

increment size and of course on the inherent FEA inaccuracies. The step size on capacity 

curve data points is determined by the size of the load increment and the seismic load. For 

example, if the seismic load imposes a 100 kN base shear force, the step size is 100 kN*0.01 

= 1 kN. The analyses for the 3D model were conducted with 0.01 load increment except in 

x direction where uniform load distribution load increment was 0.001 (table 16). 

 

Table 16. The step size per load case. 

 Seismic load when LF = 1.0 [kN] Load increment Step size [kN] 

Modal x 1476.73 0.01 14.77 

Modal y 1337.57 0.01 13.38 

Uniform x 11837.67 0.001 11.84 

Uniform y 10684.98 0.01 106.85 

 

The uniform distribution in y direction was tested with load increment of 0.001, but it did 

not change the curve. The 0.01 load increment was determined to be sufficient since the 

Mathcad procedure used linear interpolation between the points on a CC curve, which 

resulted in higher accuracy. 

 

The sensitivity of the N2 method to the start of plastic mechanism and reference peak ground 

acceleration was investigated. The sensitivity study was made to 3D model analysis with 

modal load distribution. The parameters for the acceleration were 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 

0.45g. The start of plastic mechanism was determined by RFEM plastic hinge rotations, NC 

limit state, SD limit state and 1.5dt. Consequently, there were 8 different parameters and 16 

datapoints. The results were obtained by carrying out 4 different analyses, cutting the CC 

data from 4 different locations and calculating the N2 method for each case independently. 

The goal was to investigate the effect of these parameters to the target displacement. Figure 

52 illustrates the sensitivity surface obtained from the analysis. 
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Figure 52. 3D frame analysed with modal load distribution in x direction. Sensitivity surface 

represents target displacement dt [m] as function of reference peak ground acceleration agR 

[m/s2] and the start of plastic mechanism Umax [m]. 

 

The result was an almost linear surface in two directions. The results suggest that the 

selection of start of plastic mechanism does not impact the target displacement. This can be 

seen from figure 52 where the slope along the axis of Umax is very small. Therefore, it was 

better to examine the results in 2D. Figure 53 presents a linear regression analysis with 98 

% confidence interval from the datapoints at the edge of the sensitivity surface.  
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Figure 53. Linear regression for target displacements obtained with different seismic loads 

in x- and y-directions. 98 % confidence interval. Mx fit slope is 0.53 m/g and my fit slope is 

0.6 m/g. Start point of plastic mechanism according to RFEM plastic hinges. 

 

The slope for x direction was 0.53 m/g and for y direction 0.6 m/g. These can be understood 

as moderate slopes due to the size of the building and the magnitude of the accelerations. 

Namely, 0.45g is already a very high seismic load when comparing to the seismic hazard 

map in figure 1 and the height of the building is 21.5 m. 

 

5.2 Generalized results 

Pushover analysis is an advanced tool which requires detailed knowledge of seismic design. 

If a structure is to be analysed with POA according to Eurocode 8, it should be ensured that 

the requirements for regularity in plan and in elevation are met. This will also tell if a 2D 

model is possible to be used for the analysis. MRFs are ideal for POA but if there are bracings 

in the structure, then displacement controlled FEA could avoid the possible convergence 

issues due to buckling. For large structures, the concentrated plasticity models with beam 

elements can be an efficient option, whereas distributed plasticity models with fibre elements 

are the best compromise between efficiency and accuracy. In CP models the moment-

rotation data is needed as initial information for the structural modelling, whereas in DP 

models it is not needed. Otherwise the initial data requirements for POA are close to RSA. 
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It is notable, that the seismic demand, i. e. the level of seismic action must be known before 

a POA can be conducted. 

 

RFEM is capable to perform a part of the POA by calculating the capacity curves and 

inspecting the plastic hinges. However, RFEM does not have the means to calculate the 

target displacement, and thus the procedure for it needs to be made or performed with other 

software. The force-controlled iterative solver in RFEM is not suitable for braced models. 

RFEM can model concentrated plasticity with FEMA 356 hinges or with user defined 

hinges. However, the distributed plasticity made with “member nonlinearity” option is 

restricted to use only linear elastic material model. It was found out that the capacity curve 

data cannot be obtained with RF-COM interface in Excel with VBA programming language, 

although other kind of results can be exported and imported to RFEM. This leads to the 

manual export of capacity curve data and the workload depends on the regularity of the 

structure. Namely, a structure unsymmetric from both horizontal directions need analyses 

from directions +x, -x, +y, -y, whereas symmetric structure needs to be analysed only from 

x- and y-directions. Due to the iterative nature of the pushover, the solution times may be 

measured in hours and the result files in gigabytes depending on the load increment size. 

Table 17 shows the analysis time estimates for each load case in the chapter 4 3D model 

POA. 

 

Table 17. Analysis time per load case. 

Load case Load increment Increments RFEM runtime  Post-processing  

   [min] [min] 

Modal x 0.01 870 40 45-60 

Uniform x 0.001 1300 63 45-60 

Modal y 0.01 820 30 45-60 

Uniform y 0.01 120 20 45-60 

 

Pushover analysis can be used for retrofitting existing buildings, to revealing the plastic 

hinge propagation and locations, to estimating the seismic demand and seismic capacity, to 

design dissipative members and to revise the behaviour factor. With the revised behaviour 

factor, a new RSA can be made and thereby a more optimized seismic design can be 

obtained. 
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On the other hand, PO-analysis is not a general tool which could be used in all seismic design 

tasks. The accuracy of conventional PO-analysis is limited to regular, low to medium-rise 

and torsionally stiff structures due to the assumption that only one fundamental mode of 

vibration is dominating the structural response. Higher mode effects should be considered in 

high-rise or torsionally flexible plan-asymmetric buildings with more advanced methods, 

such as the extended N2 method or modified modal pushover analysis. However, the cost-

effectiveness of these advanced methods must be evaluated since the POA was initially 

introduced as a simplified alternative for the nonlinear time history analysis. Therefore, the 

method should not be more complex than nonlinear time history analysis when considering 

the underlying assumptions in POA. (Kreslin & Fajfar 2012, p. 695-696) 

 

Industrial structures are rarely fully symmetrical in plan and elevation, and thus more 

accurate POA could be made with, for example, the extended N2 method. Ideally, the 

analysis would be conducted as displacement-controlled and the model constructed with 

fibre elements. The processing of CC data, calculating the target displacement, obtaining the 

extended N2 method correction factors and other results should be automated for practical 

use. However, this kind of “ideal” procedure in terms of accuracy is not yet supported by 

standards comprehensively. Therefore, practical use of the advanced seismic design methods 

balances between accuracy and standardization. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

 

This thesis studied pushover analysis by investigating its applicability in seismic design of 

steel structures. 2D and 3D structures were analysed with POA and the 2D model yielded 

conservative results compared to the 3D model in terms of target displacement. The N2 

method was programmed to a Mathcad procedure and, with a literature example, it was  

proved to work correctly. In addition, the sensitivity analysis proved that start of plastic 

mechanism determined by different methods does not affect the target displacement 

significantly. 

 

The POA of the 3D model required applied knowledge and information from different 

standards. It was found that the POA can be made with RFEM according to Eurocode 8 for 

moment resisting frames, however, not for braced frames. An important aspect for a 

successful POA was found to be the structural regularity and the nonlinear iterative solver 

type. Consequently, displacement controlled FEA should be used with braced frames and 

force controlled FEA only with moment resisting frames. Future research should include 

displacement-controlled FEA and fibre elements with a 3D moment resisting frame for 

comparison with this study. 
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APPENDIX I, 1 

3D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution in x direction. Demand spectra and 

capacity curve in AD format for accelerations 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g. 

 

0.15g, Ductility factor μ = 1 for iterated solution and μ = 1 for initial dm
*. 

 

 

0.25g, Ductility factor μ = 1.008 for iterated solution and μ = 1 for initial dm
*. 

 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX I, 2 

3D frame capacity curve of modal load distribution in x direction. Demand spectra and 

capacity curve in AD format for accelerations 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g. 

 

0.35g, Ductility factor μ = 1.411 for iterated solution and μ = 1 for initial dm
*. 

 

 

0.45g, Ductility factor μ = 1.814 for iterated solution and μ = 1.27 for initial dm
*. 

 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX II, 1 

Plastic hinge data according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324). 

 

Beams in MRF in x direction: 

 

 

Plan view for locating the columns by span letter (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 287). 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX II, 2 

Plastic hinge data according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 325). 

 

Columns in MRF in x direction. Column A. 

 

 

Columns in MRF in x direction. Column B. 

 

 

Columns in MRF in x direction. Column C. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 1 

3D frame plastic hinge rotation states at DL (first plastic hinge according FEMA 356 yield 

rotation equation (5-1)), target displacement, SD, NC and start of plastic mechanism. 

 

Plastic hinge limits in SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 61) and RFEM: 

EC8 limit state - DL SD NC 

Plastic rotation capacity  1θy 6θy 8θy 

RFEM colours 0-1θy 1-6θy 6-8θy >8θy 

 

 

Below is shown the FEMA 356 moment-rotation diagram in RFEM. The upper colour bar 

presents the diagram parameters, i.e. the coordinates of the moment and rotation ratios. 

Whereas the lower colour bar displays the plastic rotation limit state values and colours. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 2 

X direction and modal load distribution. 

 

First plastic hinges when DL limit (θ/θy = 0-1) is exceeded. Plastic hinges are in the same 

state at target displacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 3 

X direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states when SD limit (θ/θy = 1-6) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 4 

X direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states when NC limit (θ/θy = 6-8) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 5 

X direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states just before plastic collapse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 6 

Y direction and modal load distribution. 

 

First plastic hinges when DL limit (θ/θy = 0-1) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 7 

Y direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states at target displacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 8 

Y direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states when SD limit (θ/θy = 1-6) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 9 

Y direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states when NC limit (θ/θy = 6-8) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 10 

Y direction and modal load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states just before plastic collapse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 11 

Y direction and uniform load distribution. 

 

First plastic hinges when DL limit (θ/θy = 0-1) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 12 

Y direction and uniform load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states just before plastic collapse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 13 

X direction and uniform load distribution. 

 

First plastic hinges when DL limit (θ/θy = 0-1) is exceeded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX III, 14 

X direction and uniform load distribution. 

 

Plastic hinge rotation states just before plastic collapse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX IV, 1 

Data for seismic mass calculation. 

 

Permanent and variable vertical loads in accordance to building class B limits (Landolfo et 

al. 2017, p. 289). 

 

 

Combination coefficients ΨE calculated for reducing the variable vertical loads (Landolfo 

et al. 2017, p. 291) 

 

 

Essential seismic mass related values per floor (Landolfo et al. 2017, p. 292). 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX V, 1 

Comparison of plastic hinge definitions (RFEM vs book hinges) effect to the capacity curve 

in 2D frame.  
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APPENDIX VI, 1 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

Plastic hinge limits in SFS-EN 1998-3 (2005, p. 61) and RFEM: 

EC8 limit state - DL SD NC 

Plastic rotation capacity  1θy 6θy 8θy 

RFEM colours 0-1θy 1-6θy 6-8θy >8θy 

 

 

Location of first plastic hinge. Rotation limit DL exceeded when V = 5537.9 kN. Modal load 

distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VI, 2 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

Plastic hinge states just before plastic mechanism starts according to Landolfo et al. (2017, 

p. 330). V= 6161.2 kN. Modal load distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo et 

al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VI, 3 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

Plastic hinge states just before plastic mechanism starts according to RFEM. V= 7044.5 kN. 

Modal load distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VI, 4 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

Location of first plastic hinges. Rotation limit DL exceeded when V = 7100.2 kN. Uniform 

load distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VI, 5 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

 

 

Plastic hinge states just before plastic mechanism starts according to Landolfo et al. (2017, 

p. 330). V= 7540.85 kN. Uniform load distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo 

et al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VI, 5 

2D frame plastic hinge rotation states form modal and uniform load distribution in x 

direction. 

 

Plastic hinge states just before plastic mechanism starts according to RFEM. V = 8520.3 kN. 

Uniform load distribution and plastic hinges according to Landolfo et al. (2017, p. 324-325). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VII, 1 

N2 method with iterative fitting of the idealized SDOF curve for multiple load directions 

and load distributions. Based on SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215) annex B. 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VII, 2 

N2 method with iterative fitting of the idealized SDOF curve for multiple load directions 

and load distributions. Based on SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215) annex B. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VII, 3 

N2 method with iterative fitting of the idealized SDOF curve for multiple load directions 

and load distributions. Based on SFS-EN 1998-1 (2004, p. 215) annex B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VIII, 1 

Inelastic demand spectra for the N2 method graphical representation. Based on the article 

on N2 method from Fajfar (1999, p. 982-983). T0 equals TC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX VIII, 2 

Inelastic demand spectra for the N2 method graphical representation. Based on the article 

on N2 method from Fajfar (1999, p. 982-983). T0 equals TC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX IX, 1 

Interstorey drifts and displacements of the 3D structure. 

 

 

3D frame interstorey drifts at target displacement in x and y directions. Modal load 

distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX IX, 2 

Interstorey drifts and displacements of the 3D structure. 

 

 

3D frame interstorey drifts at target displacement in x and y directions. Uniform load 

distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX IX, 3 

Interstorey drifts and displacements of the 3D structure. 

 

 

3D frame storey CM displacements at target displacement in x and y directions. Modal 

load distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX IX, 4 

Interstorey drifts and displacements of the 3D structure. 

 

 

3D frame CM displacements at target displacement in x and y directions. Uniform load 

distribution derived from 0.15g, 0.25g, 0.35g and 0.45g accelerations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX X, 1 

Calculation instructions for pushover analysis in RFEM. 

 

Calculation parameters for the pushover in RFEM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX X, 2 

Calculation instructions for pushover analysis in RFEM. 

 

Capacity curve data selection in RFEM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX XI, 1 

Pushover analysis of braced frames in RFEM. 

 

Member hinge nonlinearity defined in axial direction of the brace. In tension side there is 

yield point and in the compression side there is Eurocode 3 buckling resistance and 30 % 

post-buckling strength (SFS-EN 1998-1 2004, p. 153). 

 

 

 

 

 


